
Why Things Work:

Approaching Scripture

But What About Those Monks?!

I was having a conversation with someone I had just met when I mentioned, incidentally, that I was
translating some Scripture from Greek. He got a horrified look on his face, “You don’t believe the
Bible, do you?” I didn’t know how to respond to that since I didn’t know what he meant by “believe
the Bible.” Did he mean believe every word was to be taken literally? Did he mean believe it is
inspired writing or what?

As I hesitated, framing a question so he would clarify, he demanded, “But what about those
monks?!!” UH-oh. Not the monks!! There is a proposition making the internet rounds about how all
these monks in the employ of the Church copied the text of Scripture over and over and just changed
what they didn’t understand or misread or added their own touches and nothing we have now
resembles anything that was originally written closely enough to be of any use, even if it had any
validity in the first place.

In this book, we look at a lot of Scripture. Most from the established Canon that we call the Bible. I
am going to tell you how I approach Scripture. How you do may be different. I am going to be real
disappointed if you make judgments only because you read things on the ‘net or someone tells you
and you don’t do your own research. I don’t expect anyone to become a Scripture scholar, but I don’t
expect you to wallow in ignorance, either.

I am going to recommend: The Book: A History of the Bible by Christopher DeHamel, Phaidon Press,
London, New York, 2001. This is not a book about who wrote what when. It is a book tracing the
actual manuscripts that are known, where found and what they contain, how they were made and who
used them, where they are now. This is about the transmission of the text through time and history.
It’s also a popular book rather than a scholarly tome, with some wonderful photo reproductions of
some of the manuscripts. It includes archeology and references to extra-biblical writings, like the
Moabite Stone or cuneiform tablets found in Iraq that confirm or parallel Biblical renditions of
historical events or mythology.

As for those monks… DeHamel concludes: “…all evidence confirms that the text of the Christian
Bible as we have it today has been maintained and transmitted with extraordinary accuracy since the
late second century A.D.” Are there discrepancies? Sure. For instance, the oldest texts do not
include the story of the woman caught in adultery. Scholars agree it is a late addition. Does this
mean it was just made up by a monk? Maybe. Maybe it was from a commentary, which is how most
people studied Scripture for a very long time: citations of passages with commentaries by leading
theologians.
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Maybe it was from a codex that was lost and it is actually something Jesus did. Beyond the fact that
it was a later addition to the common text, we simply don’t know where it originated.

Most discrepancies are much more subtle. DeHamel points out that in Luke 2:14, some texts have1

the word eukodia and some eudokias, both mean “good will,” one is the genitive. That means we can
translate the text: “Glory to God in the highest and on earth peace and good will to men” or “Glory to
God in the highest and on earth peace to men of good will.” Pretty sure there is a divinity student
somewhere doing his master’s thesis on the likelihood that the genitive is wrong (or right) and
preparing ten thousand words on the subject.

This sort of nitpicking is commonplace in Scripture study. The Blue Letter Bible website (a great site
that will give you the Greek or Hebrew of a Scripture passage and provide the Strong’s number, uses
in the Bible, and Thayer’s lexicon among other things) shows this explanation anytime you access the
Strong’s number 1519:

eis:

into, unto, to, towards, for, among

++++
"For" (as used in Acts 2:38 "for the forgiveness...") could have two meanings. If you saw a
poster saying "Jesse James wanted for robbery", "for" could mean Jesse is wanted so he can
commit a robbery, or is wanted because he has committed a robbery. The latter sense is the
correct one. So too in this passage, the word "for" signifies an action in the past. Otherwise,
it would violate the entire tenor of the NT teaching on salvation by grace and not by
works.

Keep in mind that this word is so common, like “and” or “but,” that it is not included in the regular
Strong’s list, but is appended separately along with other exceptionally common words that are used
literally hundreds of times in Scripture. It was so important to the Blue Letter Bible folks that no one
should ever confuse the “salvation by works” idea, that this explanation appears whenever this word
is accessed instead of being included in a commentary about the specific passage. The Blue Letter
Bible site defaults to the American truncated King James Version of the Bible, and so the explanation
given above as regards Strong’s 1519 is problematic because they are not explaining a Greek word,
but what they believe was the original interpreter’s intent in choosing the English word “for.” They
make this assumption based on their own understanding of the “grace not works” issue and conclude
that “for” “signifies an action in the past.” And yet, included in the Thayer’s Lexicon entry for the
word, which is reproduced on the website:

eij, a Prep. governing the Accusative, and denoting entrance into, or direction and limit: into, to,
towards, for, among. …

I. of Place, after verbs of going, coming, sailing, flying, living, leading, carrying, throwing,
sending, etc. …

1At www.newtestamentgreek.com you can find parallel versions of different Greek texts with variations highlighted in
boldface.
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II. of Time; 1. it denotes entrance into a period which is penetrated, as it were, i.e. duration
through a time…

It seems unlikely, to me, that the original translator of this passage in Acts for the King James Version
of Scripture was overly concerned with the implications centuries later of this one word or that he
would have interpreted eis as having anything at all to do with a past action. As we can see from this
example, arguing fine points of theology by focusing on the interpretation of a single word is not
unusual, and this example is of an English word, not its Greek counterpart. So, any differences in the
Greek text will cause a storm of controversy among some people.

I have a proposition to make to you: God wants so much for us to understand that He will not play
games with single words or hide His message from us in esoteric interpretations. I propose that what
we need to understand will be said again and again in a variety of ways so that we cannot get it wrong
without purposely hiding the Truth from ourselves. That is: if we ask, we will receive, as we are
ready and able to understand.

Those who could read and proclaim in the ancient world would in all likelihood have heard someone
else do it first and have “learned the part” in that way. And so, these confusions about which of a
variety of meanings a word has should be used did not arise. A Gospel like Matthew was not written
to be read, but to be proclaimed aloud. Ancient texts often come with markings extraneous to the
text, (some of these marks became the modern verse separations) the markings thought to indicate
where a reader would pause for breath or so that he or another could translate for a group that did not
speak Greek. A reader may also have been marking his text with his personal version of emoticons.
We also might want to be cognizant of the fact that these readings were not read so much as sung.
This tradition has come down almost intact in Judaism where the Cantor of the synagogue still sings
the Holy Word. Those markings in the texts that are similar to one another but not absolutely
consistent, might simply be indications of where the “cantor” took a breath.

In Greek there are a variety of accent marks on words which I have left off of the entries. They look
like: a+, a), a(, a/, a\, a@, aV. Today, these marks are indications of “stress” or subtleties of
pronunciation. But in ancient times, they indicated musical pitch. In a time when paper was scarce2

and expensive, when the oral tradition was still strong, people memorized what they heard and
transmitted their cultural understandings to one another person-to-person. How much easier is it to
remember a song lyric than to memorize a speech? How much easier to remember a story told in
linear fashion, birth, call, miracle, message, death, than to remember a lot of separate sayings? How
much easier to remember the fable, the parable, than to explain a belief system?

Some people consider Scripture to be the WORD OF GOD literally, as if God dictated it word for
word to a scribe. Many people at least consider it to be inspired in some way, and most consider it to
be historical with more or less accuracy. And most of us, unless we are, indeed, scholars, think of
the Christian Bible as a book. Yet, except for something given as an expensive gift, something
owned by a monastery, a king or a Bishop, the written copies of Scripture were rarely complete sets
of the books of the Canon. Generally, books were combined at the behest of the owner or choice of

2 Machen 1951
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the copyist. One might find some or all of the Psalms with the Gospels, perhaps one O.T. book with
a single New Testament book, or the letters of Paul, possibly with a book now considered apocryphal,
like the Gospel of Peter. Various books were translated into a variety of languages, including Syriac
and Ethiopian. There was something called the Diatessaron, a single-volume that edited the four
Canonical gospels into a single narrative.

Historically, Scripture was studied by the use of Commentaries, not from a single volume containing
all the books of the Canon. These Commentaries, which came to be revered as much as anyone today
reveres a Bible, were collections of essays and sermons that referred to included passages from the
Scriptures. In the 12th century, even these commentaries were condensed into a kind of running
commentary from a variety of Church fathers and other theologians, called a Gloss. Because a Gloss
of the entire Canon could easily comprise twenty volumes, “owners began to supplement their
libraries with a new kind of book for easy reference - the Bible text alone.” These were the3

precursors of today’s Bibles. And none of these commentaries, Glosses, or Bibles were available to
the general public, ninety percent of which was illiterate. It is only in the last one hundred years that
any large portion of the general populace has had access to a complete set of Christian Scriptures, or
the ability to read for themselves.

As an editorial aside, (a euphemism for “I’m getting out my ax and grinding it now”) it seems to me
that with all these Bibles floating around, we have a great deal of discussion about Scripture, but we
still have hardly anyone at all who actually reads or studies it. We are still a people who, for the
most part, get their information from brief references to Scripture attached to long commentaries
about what it means. That is, we have a “Scripture reading” and then we have a homily or sermon.
In this book, I will do the same thing, the only other option being to simply print out the whole of
Scripture and simply tell you to go read it. I am foregoing the first part but vigorously advocating the
latter. Go - read - it. Study it. Compare translations of it, then translate some yourself just to get the
hang of it. What some passage means to me and to you, or means today as opposed to tomorrow, can
be quite different while all remain true.   We are each responsible for our own knowing.

So, how are we to approach Scripture?

A booklet titled Scripture Keys for Kingdom Living by June Newman Davis, “produced by” R.R.
Donnelley and Sons Co. contains a series of Scripture quotes under various headings from4

“Absentmindedness” to “Love of Brethren” to “Weight Loss.” At the front is a Prophecy by God
through the author, which says in part, “I agree with My Word and honor it AS IT IS WRITTEN.”
The facing page contains an Introduction followed by the rather unusual statement “from the pen of
Francis J. Roberts, author of Come Away My Beloved.” The Introduction includes this statement:
“The Bible is still and will always remain the one final authoritative voice of Truth!” (While I am
sure these people are quite sincere, the revelation would be more accurate if it was I AGREE WITH
MY WORD AS _____ HAS TRANSLATED IT INTO ____ LANGUAGE.)

4 This booklet is available only through the order forms at the back of the book or the bookstores attached to churches.  I
obtained mine from a former member of a very large “televangelist” church which described itself as “semi-Pentacostal.”

3 DeHamel 2001 pg. 113
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We have two statements here that both say something about the Bible/Word being the Truth. Of
course, the Bible itself does not say this. Books, no matter how wonderful they are, no matter how
intensely inspired by God, are simply not God. And, while we may hear God through Christ and the
Holy Spirit as we delve into Scripture, what we hear, we hear inside ourselves. We often hear what
we hear in some other manner and context than Bible reading. We hear in prayer. We can even hear
from something on television, from some movie, artwork, song, something someone says. The
Canon of Scripture then, becomes not the single source of absolute Truth, but one important source
and, additionally, a way to validate Truth we receive in other ways.

What’d He Say?

I said in Overture that I was taking Scripture translation out of the hands of scholars and everyone
else. I also said everyone who translates Scripture has an agenda. However benign or laudable those
may be, they still color the word choice and interpretation of modern translations. A friend of mine
who is a catechist asked if I thought that the scholars who translated our Scriptures were idiots. No, I
don’t. I think they are all enormously smarter and better educated than I am. But I pointed out that
they are also Scripture scholars, and as such, they believe they already know what it means. My
agenda is not to give you what I think is a better translation, but to encourage you to assume nothing
and do a translation yourself.

Translation always presents a lot of challenges and choices, “Every translator is a liar” being one of
the more common aphorisms associated with the process. Translation often appears to the uninitiated
as something like finding a color word in one language and substituting the English word r-e-d, as if
for every word there is an absolute meaning in every language and you have only to find the
corresponding word. Now imagine a translator as far removed from American English as we are
from Ancient Greek finding a cache of documents and trying to literally translate the following:
Throw a ball, Throw a party, Throw a fit, Throw the game, Throw for home, Throw out, Throw in,
Throw over, Throw down. The translator might get so thrown by context, the inevitable result would
be to throw up either hands or dinner.

Any professional Scripture scholar is a person of enormous intellect and erudition who has achieved
doctoral levels of understanding in multiple disciplines: ancient languages (at least three),
archeology, ancient history, linguistics, and general ancient culture which can include everything
from weather patterns to building construction (materials and style) to farming to trade practices. In
addition, of course, the true scholar must know the beliefs and practices of the various sects of the
Hebrew people as well as the beliefs of the surrounding/intermixing cultures. And, as if this is not
enough, the scholar also must know the history of all the manuscripts extant and references to the
people and writings in the writings and traditions of others through hundreds of years before and after
the original documents were written. Any fragment might reveal something important about the
history or authenticity of a larger, even apparently far-removed, document.

If our theoretical future translator had studied all these areas about our time, the differences among
lobbing a ball, hosting a party, having a tantrum and losing on purpose could be obvious even as the
distinction between “throw for home” and “throw out” might be too subtle to be expressed, or the
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latter confused with “dispose of.” With all of this being true, why would we spend time translating
from the ancient languages ourselves? Why not just use the translations that are available? Let’s
face it, most of us can’t define “genitive” or “dative” and might suspect they have something to do
with biology or romance.

BUT. In searching for Truth for ourselves, we are not translating; we are Listening. This process is
less an intellectual enterprise than a spiritual exercise. Understanding the message has to do with
opening to the Holy Spirit, not knowing which words are enclitic. At the intellectual level, by
seeking the connotations of words and knowing that there are other choices to be made in translation,
we can come to deeper understanding. This is an inclusive process, spiritual and physical:
experiencing Scripture. I am not interested in replacing the various translations, as much as getting
under the surface of them. Even using standard English translations, our depth of understanding can
be incredibly enhanced by knowing that the word “life” might appear several times in the same
passage, but be two different words representing two diametrically opposed states of being. As well,
we can be enlightened by knowing that two different English words are actually different choices by
a translator of the same Greek or Hebrew word. (wind/spirit/pneuma) I am less interested in how
Scripture scholars translate Scripture, than I am in how we can achieve knowing. (gnwsij gnosis )5

Translating Scripture for ourselves is not about finding out what the ancient writer said, as in hearing
what the Living God is saying.

It is hard to hear another unless we can get out of the way. One way we get in the way of our own
understanding is through the attitudes we bring with us about Jesus. If we hear every word Jesus
utters as falling from the mouth of some ascetic actor in a Biblical epic, always with the gravest
expression and intonation, we make Jesus into someone culture has conjured. But Jesus was guy as
well as God, and Scripture recounts many conversations between Jesus and His close followers and
friends. Then, as now, people conversed in the vernacular, language was idiomatic, and the words
transmitted personality and relationship as well as information. Knowing this, accepting Jesus as like
us, might lead us to understandings scholars don’t acknowledge.

In Matthew 16:17, after Peter has declared that Jesus is the Messiah, Jesus says to him “Blessed are
you, Simon barJonah…” [When you are “barSomeone” that means you are that person’s son, or at
least in their direct line of close descent. Jesus, for instance, would be “Jesus barJoseph.”] But in the

5 SN  1108 gnosis -  Appearing only twice in the Gospels, ( Luke 1:77, 11:52) but 25 times in other books of the NT,
gnosis is most commonly translated “knowledge.”  There is and has always been debate about the meaning of the word
and it’s intended meaning by the sacred writers.  In these times, it is especially confusing with the availability of what are
called “gnostic” gospels, those not included by the Church in the Canon of Scripture.   There were a lot of issues with the
so-called “gnostic sects” and the rejection of them by the Church authorities, not the least of which was exclusivity,
secrecy, and the idea that only they would “get to heaven.”  Additionally however, those belonging to such sects answered
to no larger Church authority than themselves.  It is part of the very definition of gnosis in this context that it does not
depend on any human agency or utterance, gnosis is knowledge as action: the reception of knowing directly from God
through Christ (or any other supernatural source for a non-Christian).  Paul’s knowledge was gnostic in that it stemmed
from his visions of Jesus and his understanding of what Jesus conveyed to him directly.   Thayer includes  discussion
about gnosis, in part indicating a melding of intuitive and rational elements.   In the vernacular of the time, the word was
used in many ways, from the more concrete (he knows how to build a wall) to the esoteric (knowing good from evil).  The
reader is encouraged to take each incidence in Scripture individually and consider the meaning in context.
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book of John, Jesus greets this same Simon with the words “You are Simon son of John…” [John
1:42] Notes in my New American Bible, as well as an entry in McKenzie under “Peter,” explain this
by saying there are two traditions about who Simon Peter’s father was, Jonah or John.

OK, I’m not a Greek or Biblical scholar, but c’mon! Jesus has just (16:4) told the Sadducees, who
asked Him for a sign, that the only sign they will get is the “sign of Jonah.” Jonah got a message from
God and delivered it to the people of Nineveh; Jesus is the message from God delivered to everyone.
When Peter recognizes Jesus as Messiah (16:17) Jesus calls him “son of Jonah.” Jesus declares that
Peter got his information from the same place as Jonah, from the same place Jesus gets His, from
God in heaven. Jesus calls Peter “Simon bar Jonah.” It’s a joke, a loving and affectionate tease, a
recognition of Simon’s understanding of Jesus. Just like you might get an unexpectedly bright
answer from a child and say, “You’re a little Einstein!”

I hesitate to say we are too “respectful” of Scripture, but we do tend to think of it as “other.” It is
HOLY WORD not interesting reading. The other way, the SACRED HOLY WORD OF GOD way,6

Jesus makes a joke, “No kidding, it’d be easier to shove a camel through the eye of a needle than get
a rich guy into heaven,” but no one in our time seems to get it. The sacred writer is not speaking just
to get a laugh from his audience. That joke carries a message, what with camels being such beasts of
burden always laden with earthly goods. But he is also giving us a picture of Jesus as a man who7

interacted with His friends as we all do.

Besides our tendency to make the Scriptures something so revered as to be unapproachable, we also
tend to see the very different books, only very late in history gathered into one volume, as a
homogenous whole. We especially do this with the Gospels that all deal with the same topic and
share many of the same stories and sayings. To overcome this tendency, we might try thinking of one
writer as collecting and preserving as many quotes and stories as possible from a variety of letters and
oral reports, that which was believed to come directly from Jesus. (Mark) Imagine another writing a
kind of opera presenting the teaching of Jesus and the drama of His life, death and resurrection.
Imagine this story presented to congregations in various cities and towns, singing an act a day, the
people gathering in someone’s home to listen and then ask questions of the evangelist. Perhaps a
team of evangelists, a preacher and a cantor delivering the message of Jesus Christ. (Matthew) Then
picture someone with a background in rationality, in science, hearing Jesus’ story being embellished
or truncated and deciding to write an account, as accurate a history as possible, to retain for future
generations the basic facts as he understands them. (Luke) And John? Well, John is just personal and
mystical: the acceptable gnostic Gospel.

I do not present these scenarios as historical facts of Scripture composition, but as ways of thinking
about the books so they become to us the unique creations they are. When we use the same kind of
language to translate the Greek, we end up with something that has a similar style and character

7 There is a new interpretation going around that the writer actually meant “hawser” or “thick rope” that was made of
camel’s hair and spelled similarly.  In the Resources you will find website references for information on this topic.

6 Meaning no offense to the King James Version which I often use,  Scripture is also more approachable in a translation
closer to the language you use daily. The New American Bible, the New Revised Standard Version and the New Jerusalem
Bible are some good choices.
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throughout and one work tends to meld into another. It takes some effort, self-awareness,
soul-searching, to find a way to look at Scripture with new eyes and so hear each in its own “voice.”
And as much as we need to overcome our own attitudes, we also need to overcome additions to the
text that have been made over the centuries.

Nelson’s Illustrated Bible Dictionary, under the topic “Flood, The” says: “The inspired writer of
Genesis took two chapters to tell of the creation of the world and one chapter to portray sin, but he
devoted four chapters to the Flood.” Technically, he didn’t as the original texts do not come with
chapters and verses. In the Old Testament, the words were run together continuously and “verse”
indications developed over time, which were actually indications of “breath stops” for public reading.
There were also breathing indications in the New Testament, they varied from reader to reader, from
scribe to scribe. These spaces were not standardized until about 900 A.D. The form of verses and
chapters we have is explained in this excerpt from “Chapters and Verses -- Latecomers” by Daniel P.
Fuller on the Berean website:8

“The present chapter divisions in our Bibles were invented in 1205 by Stephen Langton, a
professor in Paris (he later became Archbishop of Canterbury), who put these into a Vulgate
edition of the Bible….

It was Robert Stephanus, a Parisian book printer, whose versification of the Bible has prevailed to the
present. He took over the verse divisions already indicated in the Hebrew Bible by the soph pasuq and
assigned numbers to them within the chapter divisions already assigned by Stephen Langton. While
riding on horseback from Paris to Lyons he affixed his own verse divisions to the New Testament and
numbered them within Langton's chapter divisions. Consequently the quality of his work was not the
best. Von Soden complained,

“The verse divisions of Stephanus which he, according to an incidental remark by his
son, made during a trip from Paris to Lyons, frequently do not do service to the sense of
the text. There is no consistent method at work in this system. The verses sometimes
coincide with a single sentence, and sometimes they include several sentences;
sometimes a single sentence is divided into two verses, with the result that the reader is
led to consider the second verse while forgetting the point of view of the first verse. …”9

[H. von Soden, Die Schriften des Neuen Testamentes (Goettingen: Vandenhoeck, 1912), I, 484.]

After overcoming these older artificial divisions, we also have to deal with newer insertions:
subheadings. Subheadings can be quite useful if you are looking for a particular passage when
writing a Christmas pageant for your church and Visit of the Magi headlines a section of Matthew in
big boldface type. But those subheads also divide passages constructed as seamless dramatic
narratives, breaking ineluctable Truths into disconnected, one-dimensional fragments. The narrative
from Matthew 15:29 to 16:24 is a beautifully conceived, interconnected whole. Splitting it up
through the chapter division is bad enough, but Chapter 16 alone is divided into as many as seven
sections in some Bibles I have seen. These headings and subheadings act not just as a guide to help
us find our way through Scripture, but they tell us what to think of what we read before we read it.

9Note at the beginning of the Wisdom chapter, the Scripture passage quoted starts at the end of Chapter 1 and continues
into 2.

8 http://www.fuller.edu/ministry/berean/starting.htm
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I am not suggesting some conspiracy on the part of Bible editors in the labeling of sections of
Scripture. It is simply inevitable that one person’s interpretation, expressed as a boldface heading
purported to describe the contents of a few sections of prose, will color the reader’s comprehension.
A heading may read simply: The Death of John the Baptist. Or: Healing the Demoniac. These are
simple descriptive headings. However, in one edition Matthew 18:15-20 is headed: Disciplining
Members of the Church. But a careful reading of the section shows it may very well be something
entirely different. It is true that one translation may not be closer to the intent of the sacred writer
than another. But what is also true is that the average reader will have trouble discerning anything
other than a mini-treatise on church discipline once they have been told before they begin, by words
embedded in the text, what it supposedly says.

Is this very important? I think so. For instance, this specific passage has been used by various
Christian churches through the centuries, and today, to justify excommunicating, shunning, and
otherwise ejecting from the group certain persons for practices or beliefs that the particular church
believes is error. I’m not here to argue for or against any group’s right to decide who can belong to
the group. Yet, this passage is just as easily, perhaps more easily, interpreted as Jesus telling the
disciples that instead of what has always been done, the process that ends in rejection, they should
forgive one another endlessly. I am saying that Revelation is important, the most important
information we will ever have validated, and it is our responsibility to ask questions, separate the
wheat from the chaff, look up the words, pray, listen, do whatever it takes to hear what God is saying
to each of us. My suggestion is that we read the notes and commentaries, often helpful though
sometimes only opinion, while ignoring the content of the artificial separations and headings, using
them as references for position in text, which is all they were ever intended to be.

Strong and Thayer

From the Publisher’s Preface to The New Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible:

“In 1890 Dr. James Strong, Professor of Exegetical Theology at Drew Theological Seminary,
published his monumental concordance to the Holy Scriptures.  The fruit of 35 years of labor…”10

If you are not familiar with what a Biblical concordance is, it is a list of words from a specific
translation of Scripture that refer you to every passage in that translation edition in which that word
appears. Strong’s is now a standard reference, and even though Dr. Strong used the King James
Version for his concordance, possibly the most valuable part of his effort is the numbering of each
Hebrew or Greek word.

About the time Dr. Strong was getting his work ready for publication, Joseph Thayer’s Greek-English
Lexicon of the New Testament was published. A lexicon is essentially a dictionary, now usually
referring to one that gives meanings of ancient language words (Hebrew, Greek, Latin) in
contemporary languages.  Hence, Greek-English.

10 When it says that it contains every English word in the KJV, it means every word, including every occurrence of  words
such as “a” and “the,” listed in a separate appendix.
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Modern editions of Thayer’s have taken the Strong’s numbers which were assigned to the Hebrew
and Greek words alphabetically, and placed them before the entries. This makes it a fairly simple
matter to look up a word in Strong’s, and find it in Thayer’s. While Strong gives word meanings in
its entries, those are not dictionary-type definitions. They are lists of the English words the Greek
words were translated as that appear in the Bible with very brief explanations. Strong will tell you
how contemporary Christians mean the English word, not what the ancients meant by the Greek
word.

These two books are now reasonably priced and readily available. (Check Resources for more
information.) They are found in most libraries and are also available online, especially well-presented
at the Blue Letter Bible site. While purely scholarly Scriptural exegesis requires more references,
and the perusal of extra-Biblical ancient sources, even a novice can use these sources and delve more
deeply into Scripture as a spiritual exercise. And though we can get a great deal of valuable insight
from these sources, it is important to keep in mind that everyone has an agenda. Agendas are not bad
things, they are the motivational framework which surrounds any creative endeavor. Both Strong and
Thayer are written from and within the perspective of the authors’ Christian theologies. So are notes
in Bibles. For instance, at the Blue Letter Bible site, the theology of the interpreter is apparent even
in notes that seem, at first reading, to be simply scholarly. For instance, under the entry for Strong’s
4190, poneros, this entry appears:

“1) full of labours, annoyances, hardships … 2) bad, of a bad nature or condition…

The word is used in the nominative case in Mt. 6:13. [what we call the Lord’s
Prayer or the Our Father] This usually denotes a title in the Greek. Hence Christ is
saying, deliver us from "The Evil", and is probably referring to Satan.”

“Deliver us from evil” is the standard translation of what is probably the best-known prayer in all of
Christendom, however, I disagree with the Blue Letter Bible site, when they state in this categorical11

fashion: “Christ is saying….” He may be saying that to someone, He is not necessarily saying that to
everyone, and He may, literally, have simply said, “protect us from (or “in”) hardship…” I have great
respect for this site and the people who created it and maintain it. I recommend it, I encourage you to
donate to it to keep it alive. But, like all references and resources, we must always use our critical
mind, always ask, “how do you know?” and remember that hearing God is never solely an
intellectual endeavor.

But we can use intellectual work as a way of expressing our desire and intent to hear and understand.
By seeing the variety of possible meanings, we can get outside of our boxes and hear more things
more clearly. My agenda here is to encourage you to be responsible for your knowing: Do not be
led, convinced or converted, but allow yourself to be open and require yourself to be informed.

If you are a novice to using Strong, keep in mind that Strong only references words in the KJV, and
other translations will use other words. “Servant” becomes “slave” or “laborer” and some words are
left out altogether. My favorite story about translation choices and original language and retaining
11 I would, of course, disagree with anyone making a categorical statement interpreting Christ’s words from Scripture.
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the flavor of the sacred writer comes from 1 Kings 16:11. The KJV, which translates very literally in
most cases, says:

And it came to pass, when he began to reign, as soon as he sat on
his throne, he slew all in the house of Baasha: he le� him not one
that pisseth against the wall, neither of his kinfolks, nor of his
friends.

Apparently, this phraseology did not indicate that men who relieved themselves against a building
were worthy of a death sentence, but that only the males who were aligned with Baasha were slain, it
being problematic for women to emulate this behavior. Many versions of Scripture, like the NAB
and the NRSV, omit the “pisseth against the wall” phrase altogether, substituting something like: “he
killed off all the males in Baasha’s household.” This kind of change can cause great consternation12

in the tavern when you swear it says “pisseth” in the Bible and someone hands you a New American
Bible and challenges you to prove it. It also causes some frustration if you do not have a KJV in the
house when you want to look up the 1 Kings passage and can only remember the words “killed off
the males” and can’t find the right listing in your Strong’s. So, make sure you have a KJV handy to
cross-reference a passage.

I use Strong and Thayer here because they are easily accessible, give us choices, and you don’t have
to study Greek for years to get a great deal of benefit from them. There are other books, of course,
more recent and possibly more scholarly Greek lexicons. But no amount of knowing the meanings of
words will, alone, open us to God in Scripture. These books are useful, but they contain no answers,
because Scripture does not prove anything. It is a guidepost and a gateway but never a destination.
Scripture affirms and confirms, validates and reveals. Scripture can startle us, comfort us, challenge
us. It is a window through which we may be able to see the Truth, but it, per se, is not the Truth.
Listening is always a function of prayer, intent, and action. Intellectual action is a powerful key to
open the Scriptural door, but Truth appears only after we pass through that door into the Light.

…“Sacred Scripture must be read and interpreted in the light of the same Spirit by
whom it was written.”…

paragraph 111 Catechism of the Catholic Church

12 While this does give us the meaning, it would be my personal preference to leave it as is and just give me an
explanatory note.
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Wisdom

God could have arranged the Universe so that even though life is eternal, we, in this physical state,
would be entirely unable to know that. But He didn’t. Mediumship, personal visits, After Death
Communications (ADCs) from those who have passed and our simple knowing in prayer, reveal to us
the eternal nature of our lives. If we understand part of How Things Work in the connections we
have with those who have passed, then why do things work that way? It is God’s choice for us to
know this, He sent His only Son, in great part, to reveal this to us. Why is it so important for us to
know there is life beyond life and no such thing as “death?”

The book of Wisdom was written about 100B.C. (A standard translation of the full text of13 14

1:13-2:24 appears at the end of this chapter.) In part, the book deals with those who do not know
God and who believe in death. The thoughts and beliefs of these people lead to certain behaviors, the
author making a clear point that sin or evil is the result of the false belief in death, which, he clearly
states at the beginning of this text, was not made by God. The writer makes an ineluctable
conclusion that leads to an Eternal Truth: Sin is the result of a belief in death. Ultimately, death,
itself, is the consequence of that belief.

The opening of this passage gives us a view of a simple, binary system: You either have God or you
have death:

God did not make death,…It was the godless men who, with acts and words
invited death, believed it a friend and pined for it and testified to it and so,
put themselves in its possession.

Since God did not make death, only those who are without God can exist in a subjective state that
includes death. The death referred to here is not “dying.” Dying is the process by which we become
separate from the physical body. That process can be peaceful or violent, abrupt or quite drawn-out,
but dying ends when the process is complete. These men in the Scripture are not befriending a heart
attack or being run through by a spear. The death they attach themselves to is nothingness.
Nonexistence.

For haphazard were we born, and herea�er we shall be as though we had
not been; Because the breath in our nostrils is smoke, and reason a spark
at the beating of our hearts. When this is quenched, our body will be
ashes and our spirit will be poured abroad like unresisting air.

14 Much  Scripture in The Elephant Chronicles is my own translation, when you see “standard translation” this refers to
text taken from other sources that may sound more familiar to the reader.

13 For anyone who may be using one of the versions of Scripture that omit some of the books of  the original Canon,
Wisdom will be found in any Bible that includes the “apocryphal” or “deuterocanonical” books.   (Incidentally, these
books were included in the original 1611 King James translation and still are in many publications of the KJV outside of
the United States.)
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Even our name will be forgotten in time, and no one will recall our deeds.
So our life will pass away like the traces of a cloud, and will be dispersed
like a mist pursued by the sun's rays and overpowered by its heat.

“Reason is a spark at the beating of our hearts…” These men believe no outside force or intent, no
God, causes them, makes reason function. Their self exists, but only through the mechanical action
of a physical thing: the heart beating. When that heart stops beating, the “spirit will be poured
abroad like unresisting air.” “Spirit” here is not a reference to soul, but as used in the Old Testament,
simply means the breath and the energy that keeps one alive. In other writings, the spirit is said to
return to God, to these men, it dissipates into nothingness.15

For our lifetime is the passing of a shadow; and our dying cannot be
deferred because it is fixed with a seal; and no one returns.

The Godless men believe in death: non-existence coupled with being forgotten as if they had never
existed, “our life will pass away like the traces of a cloud” “our lifetime is the passing of a shadow.”
The end of earthly life is a completely final thing, “no one returns.” What happens as a result of their
belief in their own “nothingness?”

Come, therefore, let us enjoy the good things that are real and use the
freshness of creation avidly. Let us have our fill of costly wine and
perfumes and let no springtime blossom pass us by. We will crown
ourselves with rosebuds ere they wither. No meadow will be free of our
wantonness. Everywhere we will leave tokens of our rejoicing for this is
our portion and our lot.

“The good things that are real,” refers to things here in the physical world, for this is all there is, to
them. So, they want not just their fill of wine, but “costly” wine. Fresh flowers, spring rosebuds,
sound like benign desires, but lead to “wantonness” and leaving “tokens of our rejoicing.” These are
actually references to sexual excess: crowning yourself with rosebuds, the deflowering of a virgin.
The “tokens of our rejoicing” they wish to leave everywhere are their offspring. This is the way the
godless men will acquire the eternal life they do not believe in, but do long for, by leaving evidence
of their existence behind in the form of many children.

These men have said “dying cannot be deferred” and “this is our portion.” They declare themselves
powerless and so substitute perceived earthly power for God’s grace. Those who believe in death
have no hope, but like all of us, they have an innate desire for joy. In the body, the unenlightened
mistake bodily pleasure for transcendent joy, but wine and sex are poor substitutes and leave them
frustrated and feeling helpless to get what they need. The true Source of joy and the path to get to
that is hidden from them because they have cut themselves off from revelation. To exert their power,
to experience themselves as powerful, they exploit those weaker than themselves.

15 Ecclesiastes 12:7
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We will oppress the needy just man and not spare the widow. We will not
revere the elderly, hair grown white with time, but will let our strength be
our norm of justice because weakness has proven to be worthless.

The godless man is a monument to self-fulfilling prophecy. Strength is his “norm of justice,” might
makes right. Value is defined as power, as long as such as these feel empowered, they believe
themselves to have value. What happens if someone devalues that power? What happens if, simply
by living their life, someone proves the earthly power worthless? What if someone has achieved the
true joy that the godless men have pursued in futility?

We will beset the just one for he is abhorrent to us: he opposes our actions,
reproaches us for our transgressions of the law and accuses us of
violations of our training.

He professes to know God and be himself a child of the LORD. To us he is
the censure of our thought, merely to see him is suffering for us because
his life is not like other men’s, his ways are different. He judges us
debased; avoiding our path as from something unclean.

These men who believe in nothingness cannot even abide the sight of someone living in knowledge
of God. “Merely to see him is suffering for us.” This other way of life, the way of life in God, has
afforded someone what the godless men, by earthly power, cannot gain nor take away. Blind to the
nature of holiness, cut off from the source of truth, they set up false standards to be met by someone
who is a son of God.

He says the destiny of the just is blessed and claims that God is his Father.
Let us determine if his words are true; let us find out what will befall him.

With revilement and torture we will test him to get proof of his gentleness
and try his patience. We will condemn him to a shameful death for,
according to his own words, God will care for him.

What have those without knowledge of God done? Invented a god they have already decided they
do not believe in, inevitably constructing a false god. “For if this just one be a son of God, he will
protect him and deliver him from his enemies.” Because they believe dying the worst possible event,
the end of life, their version of a loving, caring god is one who would not allow his son to die. These
men wish to be rescued from their own beliefs.

Why start here if we are Christians? We have faith, after all, and so why do we need to have this
discussion reiterating what we already believe? In this Scripture, we have a message that sin comes
from a belief in death. “Sin” is first a state and not an act: it is willful separation from God. What16

results from that separation become the acts we call “sins.” If we believe in life and afterlife, in the

16 “Sin” is not used here as a specific action that is defined as bad.  The English word  “sin,” is our translation of two
words from the Greek and the Hebrew, both of which mean “to miss the mark.”  (McKenzie pg. 817)  McKenzie says:
“This signifies not merely an intellectual error in judgment but a failure to attain a goal.”
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eternal nature of self, why do we still sin? Why are we petty and selfish and jealous and afraid?
Why do we despair? Why do we care so much about what others think that we tell those foolish little
lies?  Why do we gossip and boast and why are we ever afraid? What the heck is wrong with us?

We think this is our only chance. We think if we die we will never get to accomplish some goal or
see our grandchild born or learn to play the harmonica or see the Northern Lights. Maybe no one

will ever admire us, or we will never have that
great sex everyone keeps describing that we never
seem to achieve. If this physical reality is all we
know, then we don’t know where we are going or
what it will be like “over there,” but heaven is
surely not going to be anyplace where we could
become a great artist or basketball star and we
certainly won’t be having great sex in heaven. We
believe in our hearts we will be separated from
those we love here. We believe we may not even
“be ourselves” on the Other Side, but become
some amorphous, misty consciousness without
personality.

This is why even religious people who believe in
God and afterlife can, when faced with the sudden
death of someone they love, especially someone
young, have a crisis of faith. They are angry at
God and say things like, “He was so young!” Or,
“She hardly had a chance to live!” It seems a
tragedy to die young, as if, somehow, after dying,
life and opportunity have ended. It seems more
acceptable to die when you are old, when you have
had a long, full life and much happiness. We
believe in death, even when we think we don’t,

because we think death is some antithesis of life. Maybe our “soul” will go on, but we won’t. Maybe
heaven will be, well, boring. Maybe we will go into some kind of Cosmic Coma until the Parousia.
Maybe…maybe…maybe….

What if we’re wrong? What if we find out, because we have information from our loved ones who
are there, that the state after dying, “death” as we call it, is great! What if we find out we are still
ourselves and still with those we love and we have jobs to do and everything is, well, just what we
always wanted?  What if we believed in what the Wisdom writer reminds us of below:

These were their thoughts but they were wrong because without God they
were blind and they did not see the hidden truths of God or count on a
recompense of holiness or discern the innocent souls’ reward.
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If I say the afterlife will give us everything we always wanted, am I saying we could be great artists
or basketball players or have great sex there? Well, yes. I believe that there is a complement to every
human desire that translates into “this will make me happy” that is a spiritual desire not a physical
one. I have a feeling that whatever form sex takes in the afterlife, they are probably feeling sorry for
poor us who only have what we have, no matter how great we think that is.

The issue at stake here is that without knowledge of the afterlife, we are all like the godless men in
Wisdom in that we believe in death even if we “have faith” in eternity. And faith may be all we have
because the Temporal state we are in seems so separate from what is beyond. We believe “rational”
is such an important thing to be that what is beyond our immediate senses becomes magical,
miraculous, mysterious or even delusional. We want to be in control so we don’t lose our one chance
for happiness. Because what is here seems like all there is, we do what makes us seem important or
memorable or gives us pleasure. When focus on our ego-driven selves others become less real than
we and God disappears entirely. 17

The godless men decided to test the Son of God to show God would not protect him and so, prove
there is no God. BUT, in their hearts, they wanted to be wrong. They had made up for themselves
the test of what is “god” and what is not. They wanted what they made up in their own minds: if
“God is on your side” nothing bad can ever happen to you. The worst of “bad things” being dying.
This idea of God was generated by their own fear, and fear is so “anti-God” that it must always end in
an unTruth. They believed their own lie, that if there was a God, he would act in a specific way. And
if God would only act the way they expected, then they could have faith. But Elephants aren’t
kangaroos because we think they should be. And Sons of God can die on crosses and still be Sons of
God. And if we make up in our own minds what the Truth of things will be, then, like the wicked
men, we will be blind and never know. And if our god of the moment doesn’t perform to
expectations, we might sell him out for thirty pieces of silver.

If we believe in what we decide must be true instead of accepting what is Truth, we end up choosing
ourselves over God. How do we end up with beliefs about God that are just roles we’ve assigned
Him, instead of realities about Him? Partly, we assign roles and characteristics to Him by believing
in a system or a book, a ritual or a person, so fervently there is hardly room for God at all. Some
believe in themselves and their own or their church’s ideas to the exclusion of any others and have
made themselves the priest and the earthly box in which religion is practiced into their god. They
have made their church or their holy book, whatever they may be,
into idols. Hence we get Inquisitions and witch hunts and
bombings of the innocents.

Before we get too complacent about how enlightened we all are, I
want to propose that everyone does this in one way or another.
We all believe that we have the Truth and someone, somewhere
else, does not. We all think we are “better” than someone else,
somewhere. How strange is it going to be if we find out that the

17 Paragraph 398 of the Catechism of the Catholic Church states, in part: “In … sin man preferred himself to God and by
that very act scorned him.”
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head of the Inquisition is in heaven along with Mother Teresa? That Stalin is having tea with
Gandhi?  We all have some beliefs we expect to be True that will not be.

The men in Wisdom believed in death and inevitably decided something untrue about God because
they chose to cut themselves off from the source of all Truth, the God in which they did not believe,
but nevertheless attributed characteristics to. (“For if the just one is the son of God, He will defend

him and deliver him from the hand of his foes.”) If we
leave ourselves no alternatives but ourselves, the Truth
of eternal Life cannot be part of our reality. “Faith”
then becomes a new kind of atheism, the belief in a god
that simply does not exist. It becomes personal idol
worship, where we have put ourselves and our own
beliefs about God, in the place of God. We end by
worshipping ourselves.

In the extreme, people who believe in their exclusive
“truths” think anyone who does not believe as they do
never will have eternal life and so those people become
disposable. When only my way is real, then only I and
those like me are real, so what difference does it make
what we do to those who are not real? So what if we
ignore them or insult them, let them starve or shove
them into ovens?

When the men in Wisdom separated themselves from the Truth, they separated themselves from the
rest of human society. What if they had simply known that “God formed man to be imperishable, in
the image of His own nature?” What if they had known that the possibility and potential for joy is
endless for everyone? What if they had understood their own true nature by understanding God’s
Intent?

If they had known the nature of God in themselves, they would have known that that nature existed in
all people, and so, they would have known they were eternal; they would have known all people as
themselves.

“I have given them the glory you gave me so they may be one as we are one.  I
am in them and you are in me so they may be brought to perfection as one.”

-John 17:22-23
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Wisdom 1:13-2:24

…God did not make death, nor does he rejoice in the destruction of the living,
for he fashioned all things that they might have being; and the creatures of
the world are wholesome, there is not a destructive drug among them nor any
domain of the nether world on earth, For justice is undying. It was the
godless men who, with hands and words, invited death, considered it a18

friend, and pined for it and made testimony to it, by which they placed
themselves in its possession. They said among themselves, thinking not
aright:

"Brief and troublous is our lifetime; neither is there any remedy for man's
dying, nor is anyone known to have come back from the nether world. For
haphazard were we born, and herea�er we shall be as though we had not
been; Because the breath in our nostrils is smoke and reason a spark at the
beating of our hearts. When this is quenched, our body will be ashes and our
spirit will be poured abroad like unresisting air.

Even our name will be forgotten in time, and no one will recall our deeds. So
our life will pass away like the traces of a cloud, and will be dispersed like a
mist pursued by the sun's rays and overpowered by its heat. Our lifetime is
the passing of a shadow; our dying cannot be deferred because it is fixed with
a seal; and no one returns.

Come, therefore, let us enjoy the good things that are real, and use the
freshness of creation avidly. Let us have our fill of costly wine and perfumes,
and let no springtime blossom pass us by; let us crown ourselves with
rosebuds ere they wither. Let no meadow be free from our wantonness;
everywhere let us leave tokens of our rejoicing, for this our portion is, this our
lot.

Let us oppress the needy just man; let us neither spare the widow nor revere
the old man for his hair grown white with time. But let our strength be our
norm of justice; for weakness proves itself useless. Let us beset the just one,
because he is obnoxious to us; he sets himself against our doings, reproaches
us for transgressions of the law and charges us with violations of our training.

He professes to have knowledge of God and styles himself a child of the
LORD. To us he is the censure of our thoughts; just seeing him is a hardship
for us, 2-15Because his life is unlike other men's, and his ways are different.
He judges us debased; he holds aloof from our paths as from things impure.

18“Godless” here means “those who do not know God.”  Some translations say “wicked” men.
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He calls blest the destiny of the just and boasts that God is his Father. Let us
see whether his words be true; let us find out what will happen to him. For if
the just one be the son of God, he will defend him and deliver him from the
hand of his foes. With revilement and torture let us put him to the test that
we may have proof of his gentleness and try his patience. Let us condemn
him to a shameful death; for according to his own words, God will take care of
him.”

These were their thoughts, but they erred; for their wickedness blinded them;
they knew not the hidden counsels of God; neither did they count on a
recompense of holiness nor discern the innocent souls' reward.
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Ecclesia

ekklhsia ~ (ek-klay-see’-ah )19

~ A gathering of people called out from their homes to a public place - an assembly.

~ Any gathering of people assembled by chance or tumultuously.

~ An assembly of people publicly convened for the purpose of deliberating.

~ A group of people gathered for a sacred purpose.

~ The assembly of faithful Christians already dead and received into heaven.

~  ~  ~

In the Church, we have a long history of mystics who have been in contact with those who have
passed. Saint Joan of Arc not only heard and saw such people, she knew their identities ( Sts.
Margaret and Catherine) and was given information from them to help her accomplish a task (future
predictions, location of a hidden object, a sword.) Marian apparitions are another example, such as
the appearances to Bernadette Soubiroux at Lourdes. Saint Paul never met Jesus during His earthly
lifetime, but did hear from Him often after Jesus passed on. Paul, in his role as medium, relayed to
others what he heard from the Lord.

There are different spiritual gi�s but the same Spirit. … There are different
workings in everyone, but the same God who produces them all in each one.
To each individual a manifestation of the Holy Spirit is given to profit all. To
one is given through the Spirit the discernment of wisdom. … To another
mighty deeds and to another, prophecy; to another, discernment of spirits.

1 Corinthians 12:4-10

Where the Scripture says manifestations of the spirit are given to “profit all,” the Greek word
sumphero is used. This word carries such meanings and connotations as: to bear together, to20

collect or conduce, to assist bringing together. So, according to St. Paul, some spiritual gift or

20 SN  4851 sumphero - To bring together or bear together for an advantage or profit.  Collect, conduce, be profitable.

19Ecclesia, from the roots ek - a primary preposition denoting origin, and kaleo - to call or call forth. In Scripture, in
almost every case, translators have used the word: church.
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talent is bestowed on every individual , by which one may manifest the Holy Spirit in the world so21

that through each individual, all might be brought together.

If we believe what Jesus said in John 17, then we also believe that manifestation of the spirit brings
Christ literally into this world, again. We are becoming one, we do that by connection with eternity,
by listening to that which is beyond this material world.   This is both how, and why, things work.

Jesus asked His disciples who they thought He was. Simon Peter answered that He was the Christ,
the Son of the living God. Jesus says that Peter is blessed, because nothing material (“flesh and22

blood”) has revealed this to Peter, but only from heaven through God does Peter know this. Jesus
calls Peter a rock and says that from such rock He will restore His ecclesia. The fragmented23

Ecclesia (everyone in every state) will be restored through the same process that made Peter sure of
Jesus’ identity:  knowledge from God, information from the Other Side.

We connect to God and become one by our individual
manifestation of the spirit in Time, unique to each in terms of
talent and opportunity, especially when we express the gifts of the
spirit that Paul refers to.

From the Eucharistic Liturgy:

“Grant that we, who are nourished by his body and blood,
may be filled with His Holy Spirit, and become one body, one spirit, in Christ. May He
make us an everlasting gift to You and enable us to share in the inheritance of Your saints,
with Mary the virgin mother of God, with the Apostles, the martyrs, and all your saints on
whose constant intercession we rely for help.”

Eucharistic Prayer III

This is the Communion of Saints: we here and those in the next state, working together for the
benefit of one another. Saints are all of those who are in heaven, according to the Church, including
all of those the Church has not officially declared are there. This means that “all the saints” can
include anyone who has passed, for while our Church does declare some are in heaven, the Church
does not declare that anyone isn’t. We not only pray (speak) to those who have passed, asking them
to pray for us, but we pray for them, also:

Thus he made atonement for the dead that they might be freed from sin.
Second Maccabees 12:46

23 Oikodomeo,  translated “restore.”  Often translated “build.” SN  3618 oikodomeo - Translated in Scripture as “build,”
“edify,” embolden,” and “build up.” Oikodomeo can mean to construct, to build on or from a foundation laid by another,
to restore that which was already built, to continue building that which is unfinished, also “to rebuild or repair.”

22 Matthew 16:13-18
21 I am not saying, nor do I think we should assume, that Paul’s list is exhaustive.
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“If Job’s sons were purified by their father’s sacrifice, why would we doubt that our offerings for
the dead bring them some consolation? Let us not hesitate to help those who have died and
to offer our prayers for them.”

-St. John Chrysostom

“Help those who have died?” “Make atonement for the dead?” These two quotes make it seem as if
we have some direct, dynamic connection to those who have died, that what we do affects them in

essential ways. This seems so foreign to our everyday
thinking, to our experience of life in Time, how can we
understand it?

Pope Paul VI speaks of our connection to those who have
passed in detail in the document where he reforms the
practice of indulgences. The scandal of selling
indulgences was part of the reason for so much of the
“protesting” that led to the divisions we call Protestantism.
On January 1, 1967, Pope Paul VI, “solemnly
promulgated” Indulgentiarum Doctrina, the Apostolic24

Constitution on Indulgences.

In this document, Pope Paul is careful to point out that we
are not separated from those who have passed, not even
“in the least.” Indeed, he points out how our connection
with them can be made stronger:

"Therefore the union of the wayfarers with the brethren
who have gone to sleep in the peace of Christ is not in
the least weakened or interrupted, but on the contrary,
according to the perpetual faith of the Church, is
strengthened by a communication of spiritual goods. ...

People who have passed are alive, we believe that.  They
are working for us, doing works of charity and holiness for
one another and for us, as we are expected to assist one
another and them.  This is a partnership between all the
people of God, here and in the next state of existence.

The obvious question is how, exactly, do we do that?
How can we exchange anything between one state and
another? Are we speaking of something “real?”
Understanding how it is possible through intention and
energy for those passed to communicate with us is one
thing. But what can we do, how is it possible in this
physical state to do anything for them?

24 Rome, 1967.
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The other obvious question is why? They are in heaven, after all, with Jesus Christ the Great Good
Shepherd, aren’t they? Why would they, or He, need anything at all from us? How can Jesus need
our help if He is truly God? Yet, how can He not need help, if He was truly man? God can do
anything He chooses, and this interdependent system seems to be His choice. It must be; it is The
Way Things Work.

At the beginning of the 6th chapter of Mark’s gospel is the story of Jesus returning to His own town
and preaching in the synagogue. The people there rejected Him, wondering who He thought He was
and saying, “We know him, we know his whole family!” and they were offended. It says that Jesus
“was not able to perform any mighty deed there” but only cured a few sick people by laying on
His hands. Verse 6 says “He was amazed at their lack of faith.” The same story is told in Matthew
13:54-58. Verse 58 says that He did no mighty deeds there “because
of their lack of faith.”

There must be at least nine times in the first three gospels where Jesus
says to someone that their faith has made them well. Luke 17:12-19 is
an account of Jesus healing ten lepers. Verse 19 says, “Then he said
to him, ‘Stand up and go for your faith has made you well.’ ”
Other examples would be the healing of the centurion’s servant in
Matthew 8:5-13 or the healing of the sinful woman who anointed
Jesus’ feet in Luke 7:36-50.

Jesus’ life among us was not revolutionary but revelatory. He did not show us what was new, He
showed us what was, and always has been, true. Jesus’ actions are the illustrations in the book of
His, and all, life: diagrams to illustrate The Way Things Work. He corrected misunderstandings with
His words and most certainly in the actions He took or did not take.

In the 11th chapter of John, Mary and Martha send word to Jesus that their brother Lazarus is ill in
Bethany where they all live together. Jesus remarks to His disciples that the illness won’t end in
death, that it is for the glory of God. Then, the Scripture says something that seems to make no
sense:

Jesus loved Martha and her sister and Lazarus, so when he heard that he was
ill, he remained for two days in the place where he was.

John 11:5-6

Wait a minute, He did what? Jesus hears that Lazarus is sick and because He loves them all, He stays
where He is instead of rushing off to Bethany to heal Lazarus? That can’t be right, can it? “So” in
this passage is a translation of the Greek word oun which has a variety of meanings including:25

25 SN  3767 oun - The common little words are very often the ones that take up the most space in an attempt at definition
and the slipperiest to assign meaning to. Oun appears 526 times in the NT, translated “therefore,” “then,” “so,” “and,”
“wherefore,” “now,” and “but.”  We can see how it becomes problematic to translate the same little conjunction as both
“and” and “but,” especially in light of Thayer’s reference to the word as “confirmatory” as well as “continuative.”  Yet,
the little word is also used to contrast things in a discourse, to compare them one to another, besides simply leading us
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therefore, accordingly, and consequently. Jesus hears that Lazarus is ill and as a consequence of His
love for them all, He did not rush off to Bethany, but stayed where He was for two more days.

In point of fact, Jesus stayed away until everyone around Lazarus was sure he was dead. At this time
it was the custom of the Jews to bury someone the day they died, burial, in this case, is sealing the
body in a tomb, a “cave” or place hollowed out of the rock. The cave was sealed with a large rock or
rock pile to keep predators away.

“Jewish belief also held that the soul lingered near the body for three days, so
that death was truly final on the fourth day. Jesus’ two-day delay, plus one
day’s travel each way between Bethany and Jesus’ location across the
Jordan, would make four days if Lazarus died and was buried on the same26

day the messenger left Bethany to tell Jesus that he was ill.”27

Then, Jesus tells His disciples they are returning to Judea (where Bethany is) and…

Then Jesus said to them plainly, “Lazarus is dead. For your sake I am glad I
was not there, so that you can trust.”

John 11:14-15

To the people of the time, Lazarus’ death is “truly final” and Jesus has declared this a good thing
because it would lead the disciples to trust. At this point, Jesus might have gone directly to28

Bethany and to the tomb and raised Lazarus to glorify God and inspire His disciples. But He has said
loves Martha and her sister, and so, He goes first to them. Martha hears Jesus is coming and goes out
to meet Him and expresses her faith in Jesus which is firm, even in her grief.

“Lord, if you had been here my brother would not have died because even
now I know whatever you ask of God, God will give you.”

John 11:22

Jesus says to Martha that her brother: “will rise” and she says yes, she knows he will “rise in the
resurrection of the last day.” At this time many Jews were coming to believe in a resurrection of the
dead at some future “last day.” All Jews did not believe this and Jesus corrects Martha’s29

misunderstanding of the way things work.

“I am the resurrection and the life.”
John 11:25

29 HarperCollins Study Bible note to John 11:24
28 Strong’s number 4100, the same as “faith” in John 11:40
27 HarperCollins Study Bible notes to John 11:17
26 “He went away again across the Jordan to the place where John had been baptizing earlier…” John 10:40

from one point to another.  The small word becomes a  large concern in theology when oun means “because of” in
relation to why things are as they are or must be.  (Luke 11:35)
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Jesus tells her that anyone who has faith in Him will never die and asks if she believes Him. She
affirms that she does. Then, Martha calls for her sister Mary who has been weeping in the house and
she, followed by those who were consoling her, all go to Lazarus’ tomb where Jesus orders the stone
rolled away. Ever-practical Martha warns Him that there will be a smell because Lazarus has been
dead for four days. While she has faith in Him, she still does not understand what He has told her. It
is, after all, impossible.  Jesus says to her:

“Did I not tell you that if you have faith you will see the glory of God?”
John 11:40

And with that, He calls Lazarus out of the tomb. Martha did not know what would happen, really, but
she had faith in Jesus and in God. But what is “faith” anyway? It is pisteuw pisteuo - belief.30

True belief, knowing. The King James Version of John translates 11:40 as “Said I not unto thee that
if thou wouldst believe thou shouldst see the glory of God?” Martha believes Jesus, believes what He
says is true. So, it is less that Martha had faith in Jesus the man, than she believed His Word, His
revelation of The Way Things Work. Jesus uses that faith, even though it is not faith with intellectual
understanding, to bring about God’s will. We learn that our faith not only affects ourselves and our

loved ones, but even those who have crossed over.

It is our conscious and willful acts of faith and love
that activate the “energy” or the “spiritual treasure”
used by God to bring all that is good to the Universe.
Over and over, Jesus is showing us that we are in
partnership with Him in a very real way. We
manifest our faith; He takes that and heals and
sustains and reconciles with us and between us. If
faith is “belief in things unseen,” does that mean it is
believing in what we wish, or hope or want to be
true? Is it insubstantial? Is faith something we
generate from our fear or uncertainty?

Sometimes, faith is a decision to believe something.
We decide to believe a political candidate’s promises. We decide to believe that all fingerprints are
unique. We cannot demonstrate by hard evidence that either of these things are true when we decide
to have faith in them. Our lives would be unlivable without this kind of faith. You cannot prove your
brakes work before you step on the pedal every time you need to use the brakes. You don’t test every
bite of food you put into your mouth before you ingest it. If we did not act on our beliefs, we would
be paralyzed.

At other times, faith is the result of something experiential. And experience is always personal and
cannot be proven to anyone else, only the other person’s similar experience, can bring shared belief.
Martha experienced the Word Incarnate and chose to believe Him, but it was her experience of

30 SN  4100 pisteuo - To have faith.  To entrust to. To have conviction of.  To think to be true.  Believe.
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Lazarus’ restoration to life in Time that gave her knowing, because she didn’t understand what she
believed.  She had believed in the man Jesus, not she believed in the Truth He brought her.

Martha chose, experienced and knew. So, faith is a thought; and a thought is some thing. It isn’t a
nebulous nothingness in our heads; thought is electro-chemical energy. In the Universe in which
everything exists, Faith is something that IS. Through faith, prayer and acts of mercy, we create
spiritual “money:” what Pope Paul VI in
Indulgentiarum called spiritual goods.

“Goods” are personal possessions, articles of trade or
merchandise. They are things of value that can be
exchanged for something else. Direct exchange of
goods is cumbersome, however, especially if what you
have is a whole cow and you only want a few pounds of
flour, it being difficult to make change for a cow. So,
we have money, which has no value in itself, but
symbolizes the value of one thing, the potential to
acquire another thing and the energy created through
work. Our effort, work, energy expended produces this
medium of exchange, the money that has potential for doing. We can choose to send that money
across the world to buy food or medicine for someone we will never see. We can do that directly, or
give our money to a charity, to find the greatest need in their judgment, and send our money there to
be transformed into the goods that sustain the life of another. Our money turns to an act of love. In
Time, through our physical effort, we are Christ to one another in physical ways.

In the same way, through our efforts, we create spiritual goods, Divine money. In our acts of prayer
or charity or steadfast belief in the face of ridicule or threat, in whatever way we express our faith, we
transfer energy and create an “energy fund,” a vast quantity of potential energy that God distributes
through perfect judgment to manifest His Will. If those who have passed are not separated from us
but still connected to us, then by choice and action in faith we create the energy in a very literal way
that God and our guides and angels and relations use to fulfill the ultimate will of God for all of us.

It must be a wonderful thing for a child in a poor country to be able to go to school because someone
in America or France cares enough about them to send a twenty dollar bill to an organization. It must
be a wonderful feeling for that child to know they are not forgotten, but connected through an
individual to the rest of humanity and know they are valued by someone outside of their immediate
surroundings. In the same way, we can know we are never alone. It is not only that people who
have passed still exist, it is that they act in love for us. We here and those who have crossed empower
one another by our actions of faith. Why? Why do Things Work this way? Recall that Pope Paul IV
said:  “Thus the Christian faithful give each other mutual aid to attain their supernatural aim.”

“The vocation of humanity is to show forth the image of God and to be
transformed into the image of the father’s only son.”31

31 Catechism of the Catholic Church paragraph 1877
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Wow, that’s pretty daunting, isn’t it? Imagine yourself “transformed” into the image of Christ. How
can that happen when He is God and we are…well…not?

If you are floating on a lake, trusting the water to hold you and
making no physical effort to keep yourself afloat, you are more in the
water than in the air. You can feel the vibration of a motor from a
distant boat. You feel it because of the water in you, vibrating in
response. You couldn’t feel the vibrations in the water if you were
swimming, or at least not very well, because the water in you would
be in rhythm with the movement of your bones and flesh. The only way to feel something so subtle
is to surrender and be still. So while we are not God, we are very much of the same thing: spirit.
And like floating on the lake, we can still ourselves and, without having any ability to make it
happen, absorb the “waves of vibration” from God, allowing what is Christ in us to hum in response.
We can be transformed; we only have to stop thrashing about.

But we are not completely creatures of spirit. Indeed, we are very much physical creatures who
believe if we aren’t swimming, then we are soon going to be drowning. God sent His Son, to be as
we are, so that we could learn to float. Peter was walking on water just fine as long as he had his
eyes on the Lord, it was only when he reacted to something in the physical world, that he began to
sink. We learn the things of spirit from the One Who has come from the state of spirit. We32 33

understand the path, The Way, by seeing the One who walked it perfectly as a human being.

If we are to follow Him and be transformed and choose The Way, then, by necessity, we must be able
to see and hear Jesus and understand what He said and what He did. Jesus must have lived as human
a life as ours. It could be that we are already more like Jesus than we think and that He, right now, is
more like us than we imagine. If we see He Who is both God and Man as too much God, we lose
sight of ourselves.  If  we see ourselves as too much “Man,” we lose sight of Jesus.

"'Christ . . . makes man fully manifest to man himself and brings to light his
exalted vocation'." 34

He makes us manifest to ourselves. His incarnation, His sojourn in Time is like ours, and He showed
and shows us how we can follow Him and be transformed into His image. For us to be able to do
that, for Him to show us that, He had to become fully human, to have the same experiences in life
that we do with the same human reactions or we would have no hope at all of being able to follow
Him. Jesus reveals to us what we can be in the knowledge of eternity and Life in the spirit, so the
question “What can we know about Jesus?” becomes the same question as: What can we know about
ourselves?

First, we can know that we chose to come here and we evolve here.

34 Catechism of the Catholic Church, paragraph 1701.
33 John 3:11-13
32 Matthew 14:22-33
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Jesus of Nazareth was not that person before He was Incarnate. Before His Incarnation He was the
Second Person of the Trinity. We know that He came to do the things that He did: to preach, to heal,
to die on a Cross and be Resurrected. For us. He accepted that Cross before He ever came here and
became the person Jesus the Christ Who remains “to the end of the Age.” No one has more free will
than God in His three Persons. If it is true that Jesus shows us ourselves, then we know that before
we became Incarnate, we were not the persons we are now, just as the Second Person of the Trinity
wasn’t Jesus before coming here. So, while it is correct to say that we, with our distinct personalities
that are products of existing in Time, did not exist before we were born, it is also true that our
spirit/soul did exist and did choose to come here, just as the Second Person of the Trinity did. We all
chose to accept the crosses of our lives before we ever had to shoulder them.

The knowledge of pre-existence is so intertwined in Scripture, we
are hardly aware of the thread. It is in Genesis as the story of the
Garden and the expulsion. While this part of Scripture is
mythological in nature and Adam wasn’t a “real” guy, the truth
basic to the revelation survives.

The first man and woman started out being with God in
“Paradise.” Paradise is a word the Greeks borrowed from the
Persian word pairi-daeza (in Greek paradeisos ) which, in the35

original language, meant a beautiful landscaped garden attached
to the palace of a king, full of waterfalls and pools, fruit trees and

animals. It was more a park than a garden, we might think of the extensive grounds of an English36

Castle, with a gardener and a gamekeeper arranging the perfect environment for the Lord of the
Manor. The couple existed in a state where they lived by no effort and were naked. Through their
own actions they ended up in a different place where they had to be clothed and work to survive and
where “they would surely die.” And so they did and so do we all. There is no way back from here,
not the way we came, as represented in Scripture by the flaming sword. So here we are, clothed in37

our physical bodies, living in a new way in Time, the place we have to die to move on from. In the
New Testament,  Jesus tells Nicodemus, that:

“…no one can come into the kingdom of God without being born of water and
spirit.  What is born of flesh is flesh and what is born of spirit is spirit.”

John 3:5-6

The story of humankind beginning in and leaving Paradise is echoed in Jesus’ words. Our yearning
in the spirit to be close to God, to be of God is overwhelmingly compelling. The only way to do that,
to get to where we long to be is to come into Time. We must come here, by our own choice: “born

37 Genesis 2-3
36 McKenzie 1995

35 SN  3857 paradeisos - Paradise.  Of Persian or possibly Armenian origin, a “garden” or park on a grand scale, a
protected enclosure, well-watered, where animals were kept for a hunt - a green, protected place of safety for the pleasure
of the monarch and family and guests.  Long equated with the Garden of Eden, the ultimate home to which all people
wish to return: the upper reaches of heaven.
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of water,” an image of childbirth. But here, separated from the spiritual state, we cannot fully
comprehend the heaven we long for.

In the parallel construction of the passage being born of water equals “flesh is flesh.” But we don’t
come simply from a woman’s womb, that would be flesh only, the part that cannot apprehend any
part of the other side. Jesus tells us we must not only be born from earth, as flesh from water, but
also from above:

“Do not be amazed that I told you, ‘You must be born from above.’ The wind
blows where it wills, and you can hear the sound it makes, but you do not
know where it comes from or where it goes; so it is with everyone born of the
spirit.”

John 3:7-8

In this passage, “wind” and “spirit” are different translation choices for the same word: pneuma.38

Jesus tell us that, like the wind, our spirits come from somewhere and go to somewhere by choice
(“where it wills”), but we, here, cannot know those places. Still, we can “hear the sound it makes.”
That is, we in Time as beings of flesh can understand something communicated from the spiritual
realm through our own spirits.

The word we translate as “must” (“You must be born from above.”) is the Greek word dei.39

Because we assign connotations to English words that Greek words may not have, this statement is
often believed to mean that Jesus is giving Nicodemus, and by extension ourselves, an order to do
something in the future. But we are already born of water and spirit, dei carries a different
connotation: necessity in the nature of the circumstance. It’s like saying to get to Hawaii, you must
(dei) travel over water, there is simply no other way to get there. Jesus is telling Nicodemus why he
and we are here: By the nature of the Universe, we cannot get to our ultimate destination without
coming through Time. For our selves in spirit to move toward God, we must experience Time, the
physical realm. This sense of coming from helps us understand the “going to.” We are in a process
and we are not isolated, cut off from the rest of the Universe, because we are able to discern (hear the
sound it makes) what those in spirit manifest in Time. And we can recognize in Time what is of
spirit, our own.  We can choose the Godly over the earthly.  We can “hear the sound of God.”

There is great freedom and comfort in accepting that we are like Jesus and did choose our lives by
free will, that we accepted our crosses, knew our burdens and wanted to live these lives in these

39 SN  1163 dei -  Used 106 times in Scripture, dei has been translated “must,” “ought”  and “should” among other
choices including “meet.”  In the KJV in Luke 15:32 the translator wrote “It was meet that we should be merry…”   A
more modern translator might say “So we should be delighted and rejoice…”  These are not words of command “should
be delighted” but carry the connotation as stated in Thayer “necessity lying in the nature of the case.”  See Matthew 17:10
“Elijah must come…”

38 SN 4151 pneuma - A movement of air, a gentle breeze. Wind. Breath. That which animates the body, the life-force.
Essence devoid of matter. Divine power. The essence of power for anyone. Soul. A specific spirit. A ghost. An angel.
A demon. Used 385 times in the NT, both in “evil spirit” and “holy spirit.” Thayer devotes about four pages to this one
word.
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places with these families and friends and even enemies. This all means that crosses are not things
done to us, but chosen by us, and we never bear them alone. It binds us to Jesus; we begin to
understand how like Him we are. It binds us to each other, knowing we are all in this together, we all
got here the same way, we are all traveling, perhaps at differing rates, to the same “place.”

Just as we do, Jesus had to rediscover His destiny after He came here, to re-consent as a human
being to what He chose in Spirit, before becoming Incarnate. Jesus was born in humble
circumstances in a backwater of Israel and became the Savior of the World. He did not do this by
being a perfect homo sapien, but by living the will of God perfectly, as spirit and flesh.

“Perfect” is a word with very subjective standards. My idea of a perfect afternoon will not involve
bowling. Yours may. So part of what we need to understand is what “perfect” does and does not
mean in terms of Jesus’ life here, so we know what it means for us. Perfect does NOT mean “never
errs.” It doesn’t mean He never hit His thumb with a hammer or made a choice that didn’t work or
knew from the moment of His birth Who He IS. That would be impossible, because we err and we
are human and so was He.  For Jesus to live a life we can share, He had to live as a true human.

 

“Christ experienced all the stages of life, thereby giving communion with God to
all men.” [1]40

We don’t know who we are when we are born. We don’t even know then, that we’ve been born. We
don’t know we’re physical; we keep finding interesting stuff, like fingers and toes. We come to
realize they are attached to us and we can control them. How delightful is that?! For Jesus to have
had a truly human life, He could not have known about His future very much before it happened.
How could a child have a “normal” childhood knowing, “Oh yeah, when I grow up they are going to
nail me to a cross?”

The stages of His life here and the stages of our lives here, must have basic similarities. Whether you
grow up in a palace or a hut, you still have to learn to walk, attach to other people, find out you
aren’t the center of the universe and go through developmental stages. And in learning to walk we all
fall down and in having human relationships we all have frictions and in developing we all make
choices that don’t work. We don’t have any reason to think Jesus’ life wasn’t similar in these ways.
We have some reasons to think it was.

Jesus’ life as he grew up is not made known to us. The Gospels are a “spiritual autobiography,” not
the full story of every single thing He ever did. But we do have a story from His twelfth year
concerning a trip to Jerusalem for Passover. When it was time to go home, He remained behind,
hanging out at the synagogue. His worried parents had to go searching for Him. [2] There are41

several levels of understanding in this story, but on it’s face it tells us that Jesus was probably
experiencing a “spiritual awakening,” and becoming independent as children tend to do then. Luke
writes that Jesus went back to Nazareth with his parents and “was obedient to them” and “advanced
in wisdom and age.” If He was obedient to them in Nazareth, then He was not running off to

41[2] Luke 2:41-52
40[1] Catechism of the Catholic Church paragraph 518.
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Jerusalem to teach in the Temple. If He advanced in wisdom as time passed, He was growing and
changing. While Jesus may have felt the call to preach at twelve, it was not time yet. His parents
said so.  The Scripture implies He had some growing up to do.  

It’s interesting that in what Scripture identifies as “the first of his signs,” and many consider to herald
the true beginning of His ministry, it is his mother who gives Him “permission” to begin. Jesus, with
His disciples, has been invited to a wedding in Cana. [3] His mother is also there. When they run42

out of wine, Mary tells Jesus. He responds with what seems like some teasing, “What concern is it to
me, my hour hasn’t come?” It sounds as if Mary has been keeping her son in check, and now,
wanting Him to use His gifts, He pretends to resist her. I can almost see Mary giving Jesus that
“mom look” as she ignores this, turns to the wine steward and says, “Just do whatever he tells you.”

 Jesus tried a lot of things in delivering His Father’s message. He tried things that didn’t fulfill the
Purpose, He made mistakes. He, like us, learned by experience. He tried physical force when He
threw the money-changers out of the Temple. [4] That didn’t work, they were surely back the next43

day. He tried to shame the church hierarchy by calling them nests of vipers and hypocrites. [5]44

These things didn’t seem to open anyone’s eyes to the Truth or change the hearts of the Pharisees.

 Jesus certainly knew He was to bring Truth to the world. The things He did that didn’t accomplish
that are as revelatory as the things that did. The things that didn’t work were neither failures nor
imperfections, but part of the process of completing His mission, and part of that mission is to reveal
us to ourselves. The will of the Father was revealed to Him bit by bit in the Father’s time, just as it
is for us. And, just as we must, Jesus kept praying: in the wilderness, in deserted places, on
mountains. [6] Jesus kept listening. He grew and changed and sought the Truth. All of His life in45

Time was the process by which the Second Person of the Trinity became Jesus Christ.  

How does anyone accomplish the process of change, how do we evolve by being in the flesh? In
Time we react to stimuli. Unlike a plant that reacts to sunlight or lack thereof by a change in the
direction of it’s growth, we are able to make conscious choices. Jesus made singularly human
choices in some of His actions, as we saw above. He kept going back to the Father in prayer for more
revelation, to make the perfect choice. How could He, as a human being, make a perfect choice as a
spiritual being, and thereby become the union of spirit and flesh so complete, that when He passed
nothing was left behind? How did He know? If we can figure out how He knew, we can figure out
how we can know. It cannot be that He just knew because He was God as well as man; that would
mean we could not follow Him.  We can know, if we do what He did.
 
Before we go looking for the answer, let’s be clear about what we are seeking, because once we know
the answer, we cannot unlearn it. Remember what happened when the rich young man came to Jesus
and asked what he should do to inherit eternal life. [7] Jesus told him to obey the commandments, to46

not lie or commit adultery or steal, and to honor his parents. Jesus basically told him it was enough

46[7] Matthew 19:16-22
45[6] Matthew 4:1-2, Mark 1:35, Luke 9:28

44[5] Matthew 12:34, 23:13-29

43[4] John 2:13-25

42[3] John 2:1-12
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to live by his conscience as well as he could, by the Jewish law the young man would have
considered the highest standard of righteousness. The young man tells Jesus he is already doing all
of these things. I think we can assume Jesus already knew this, that He told the man, in essence,
“you don’t have to do anything but be who you already are.” After all, life is eternal, it is the nature
of life.
 
But the young man, himself, asked for more.  He asked for greater Truth and Jesus gave it to him, “If
you wish to be perfect [8], go, sell your possessions, and give the proceeds to the poor.”  The man47

had many possessions and went away from Jesus, sad.  What do you want to know?  If you want
eternal life, you can stop now, you already have it.  If you want to know what to do to  be perfect, to
follow your vocation to show forth the image of Christ and be in complete union with God through
spirit, we can find that answer in Luke 9:23-50.

“If anyone wishes to come a�er me, he must deny himself, take up his cross
daily and follow me.”

Luke 9: 23

We tend to focus on the “take up your cross” part of Jesus’ instruction, but He first told us to “deny”
ourselves. What is the self-denial that Jesus means here? The same things that led to the urges the
godless men in Wisdom gave in to: The desires of the earth-bound, eternity-ignorant, physical self
that wants fame and fortune, power and pleasure, safety and security: all the things we are willing to
trample each other for. In a perverse way, when we choose these “non-spiritual” things, we are
trying to recreate the heavenly realm we know in spirit. We are trying to get there without taking the
only road that gets us there. On the other side there is safety and joy and the end of all fear and want;
we try to recreate that in Time.

We might think we are safe if we have enough power. Then we can be Stalin. Or any petty tyrant
boss, teacher, police officer or parent. We might decide joy is the same as “feel good” and then we
can have a gabillion sex partners or hits of acid or gambling sprees or whatever our drug of choice is.
We might try to end our fear by never taking a chance and become the man who buried his talent in
the ground. We can go from partner to partner48

looking for unlimited unconditional love and
always be disappointed. To deny yourself and pick
up your cross, you have to get out of the denial that
refuses to accept that the cross is being here, and
you already chose it.
Self-denial means denying your isolated-in-time
self control of your choices and giving that choice
to the One Who loves you and knows better than
you what you need. It means surrendering
control, the method by which we all pick up our
crosses. That may be simply letting someone get

48 Matthew 25:14-30

47[8] While almost all Scripture translations use the word “perfect” here, the Greek word is SN 5046 teleios,
which essentially means: “complete.”
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in front of you in a line. I’m not talking about graciously allowing some little old lady with one item
go ahead of you and your full cart. Rather, this is letting some bully think you are weak, or allowing
a sneak to think you are stupid. It might be not complaining to the city about your neighbor’s tree
hanging over your yard, but picking up the crabapples yourself. It might be deciding over and over
that people are more important than things. It might mean letting someone tell a story without
correcting them, even though you know they are wrong.

In all of these things we would have to deny ourselves something. Our pride might be denied if we
don’t stand up to a bully or prove how smart we are to a sneak. Our control over OUR property and
the respect we think we should be given might be forfeited if we pick up the apples, which, after all,
should not be our job! (Poor long-suffering us.) Our need to be seen as intelligent or erudite might
be pushed aside if we don’t point out that the battle was fought in 1821, not 1819. These are the
things of our egos, which is no part of our spiritual/eternal self, but the repository of our fears of
non-existence. It is the thing in us that cares what anyone else thinks of us, because we have based
what we think of ourselves, on that.
 
Jesus let all kinds of people think and say all kinds of bad things about him. In the end, He did not
even answer his accusers. If we are to be able to accept these little crosses, then we must deny the
ego, that thing that believes a lie (it matters what anyone thinks of us) and find our true self that
knows itself to be eternal and indelible and good.
 
Our crosses may also be much larger than crabapples. They may be disabling illness or unjust
imprisonment or horrendous treatment at the hands of others. Denying ourselves doesn’t mean we
shouldn’t take care of our health or escape abuse. It means not living in the non-spiritual state of
hatred, resentment, fear and rage that binds our energy in a useless and truly crippling cycle. We
must put aside that response, accept the cross and say, “Father forgive them, I am having a hard time
doing it, but I really want You to, because they couldn’t possibly have known what they were doing.”
We carry our crosses in illness or misfortune when we say, “I haven’t a clue why I have this but I
know I agreed to it, so there is sure to be some good purpose of Yours served here. I really can’t say I
like this, but give me a hand here so I can carry this along up the path that leads to You.”
 
It’s pretty difficult, though, to let go of or not pursue earthly reward when we really don’t know there
is anything beyond, when we just have some words, even Jesus’ words, to try and have faith in. But
Jesus knew.  Jesus did something that we must be able to also do, for us to know, and so, follow Him.
 
In Luke 9:18, Jesus is praying alone. Then, He tells the disciples what they must do, deny themselves
and carry those crosses, He then tells them:

“Truly I say to you that there are some here who will not taste death until they
see the Kingdom of God.” About eight days a�er he said this, he took Peter
and John and James and went up the mountain to pray.

Luke 9:28-29
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He says that some of them will see the Kingdom of God in this lifetime. Well, that would surely be a
good way for them to know and to be able, then, to carry out Jesus’ instructions. About a week later,
Jesus takes three of the group He was talking to up a mountain and He begins to pray.  Then:

While he was praying his face changed in appearance and his clothing
became dazzling white. And behold two men were conversing with him who
were Moses and Elijah…

Luke 9:29-30

Jesus promise is fulfilled, “some here” (Peter, John and James) see the Kingdom of God, they see
that those who have passed, still alive. They see in the “glory” that is about Moses, Elijah and Jesus,
the interaction of the two states of existence.   They see the result of Jesus’ prayer:

…conversing with him …were Moses and Elijah who appeared in glory and
spoke of his exodus that he was going to accomplish in Jerusalem.

Luke 9:31

“…and spoke of his exodus that he was going to accomplish in Jerusalem.” Jesus is receiving
information about what will happen to Him; He is given greater understanding of His mission in
Jerusalem, His “exodus.” Jesus will pass from one place to another, this side to the other side, as the
Hebrews “passed into” to their “promised land,” Israel, after dwelling in the desert for many
generations. The very next day, Jesus tells His disciples that He will be “betrayed into human
hands.” He knows this, He just heard it from His guides.49

Jesus showed us compassion and humility, service and acceptance and sacrifice; He showed us how
to love one another. He also showed us, very specifically, that we have the help and guidance of
those who have passed. A friend of mine who was the Director of Religious Education at my parish
said, “The Communion of Saints is mentorship.” Jesus’ often prayed alone, but this time, He took
witnesses, so that we would know this part of The Way. Moses and Elijah were so real and alive to
Peter, that he offered to make dwellings or tents for each of them. We even learn something about
how we get information from the next state, the “world to come,” as Jesus calls it in Matthew 12:32.
Peter knows who the men with Jesus are, yet, he could hardly have seen a photo or painting of them.
It could be that Jesus later told him and that all Peter actually said was, “Let me make tents for all of
you” and the Gospel writers took some liberties with that. But those who do contemplative prayer
often simply know things, as we do in dreams, or as a psychic will know or a medium.

If you pray will you be surrounded by glory? I say yes, though it may not be obvious to you, at least
at first. Saint Theresa of Avila speaks of the light, the glory and the radiance of the Kingdom. God
will make all sorts of things known to you, if you practice and open yourself to Him. And those who
are your “assigned communicators” your “guardian angels” or “sprit guides” can and will speak to
you.

Even if we believe that, somewhat, we don’t think it’s about us. We so often believe miracles only
happen rarely and only to those who are great “holy persons” and only within some limited religious

49 Luke 9:44
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parameters. We believe that there is some essential difference between “revelation in prayer” and
“psychic phenomena” because one happens in a structured faith context and the other often happens
outside of that. I said earlier in this writing that people will kill you over philosophy. What is also
true is that philosophy is often more a matter of vocabulary and syntax than any quantifiable
differences in belief. If we read an account of something Jesus did that we call a miracle when He
does it, but would call “mediumship” if someone else did it, it doesn’t mean we aren’t all talking
about the same thing.

If we “quantify miracles” or believe that we have the ability to catalyze them, does that make Jesus
less God or miracles less wondrous? If the multi-dimensional universe of mathematics and physics
turns out to be our intuitive perceptions of the “levels of heaven,” does that make the Transcendental
mundane? Knowing how life is conceived, the egg and sperm, the zygote and fetus, does not make
the birth of a child any less miraculous an experience to a parent. Knowing that plate tectonics
uplifted the Rocky Mountains, does not make them less awe-inspiring on reaching a summit.
Knowing, in both the physical/intellectual and the spiritual/intuitive self, The Way Things Work, can
only make us more aware of, more attuned to, more connected with, more humbled by, the ineffable
glory of God and Creation and most assuredly more grateful for the Divine Love directed at
ourselves.

Our job then, is to pour this Living Water into every empty cup we can find through the action of
Love, of Christ in us. Our job is to preach the Gospel and find that we not only don’t need words, but
that our words can get in our way.  His Word, the action of Love, suffices.

As Catholics, we know something. We know that when Jesus said “This is my body…this is my
blood…” He was not speaking symbolically. We know that this side and the other side are joined and
meet daily in every Catholic Church around the world in a miracle of love and reconciliation. Every
altar is a “leak point” for the energy, the “spiritual goods,” that pass from us to Him and from Him to
us to be distributed amongst the entire Mystical Body of Christ which is Everyone: here, there, and
everywhere.

The universal ecclesia.
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What the Gehenna?
“It is not the will of God that even one of the least of these be

lost.”
Matthew 18:14

How can we accept the idea of ecclesia if some folks are going to be separated from God and
everyone else to exist in unending torment? How do we trust in the existence of a loving God or a
benign Universe where such a thing could happen? Thankfully, we don’t have to as Jesus made it
pretty clear that God does not wish for anyone to be lost and God gets to have things His Way. But
then, how do we make sense of hell?

Classically, hell is the “you’re going to burn in fire forever if you don’t shape up” theory. No one
gets saved from hell, everyone there is tormented in separation from God, forever. But how could
that be if it is not God’s will that any be lost? Besides, it seems so unlike a loving God’s plan and
there is so much testimony from people who have had NDEs and from mediums that this is untrue,
that people often ricochet into a “there’s no such place at all” philosophy. If you are a Christian,
however, you face the dilemma of running into language in Scripture, again and again, that seems to
describe being condemned to everlasting torment. You may be told that it’s “God’s justice” or a
“mystery” and you have to just accept it.   What if you can’t?

There is a story about Galileo first observing Saturn through his primitive telescope and perceiving
Saturn’s rings as smaller planets or moons that never changed in their aspect to the larger Saturn.
Except when they disappeared completely. Only to pop back into his sight at other times. Unable to
explain this phenomenon - “Eventually, the frustrated Galileo decided never to look at Saturn again.”

If you cannot accept the idea of hell and you also cannot escape the concept in Scripture, you are50

in danger of deciding that Scripture hardly merits your attention at all. Can you stay a Christian and
just decide to only believe Him, sometimes? Do you decide that Scripture is just mostly not true?
Then how do you know what is true? Pretty soon people aren’t just ignoring parts of the sky, they are
tossing their telescopes into the trash.

Now here’s a thought: What if we can trust Scripture and also trust Jesus and also trust ourselves
and have it all make sense? What if, on careful examination, we see that: Jesus never said anyone
was going to hell. That is, Jesus never said anyone would end up suffering forever in a state
separated from God from which there is no exit. What if, instead, those verses have some really
good information about the interaction between this life and the next?

In early times, the Hebrew people didn’t believe in much of an afterlife at all. The ancient Hebrew
cosmology depicted the universe as multistoried: heavens, earth, underworld: the underworld
consisting of an ocean and the abode of the dead: Sheol. The Hebrews didn’t think of humans as51

51 Boadt pg 115
50 Discover, vol. 25, no. 6, pg. 36
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incarnated spirits, but as animated flesh. When the life force sent by God, the ruah, left, life was over
for the individual. For a large part of Hebrew history, the underworld, Sheol, was a place where the
dead just, well, lay around. “The state of the deceased in Sheol is one of utter inactivity; it is less a
positive picture of survival than a picturesque denial of all that is meant by life and activity.” This52

was death: an endless state of being from which there was no escape, a place of emptiness and
darkness. It was not, however, punishment.53

In the Old Testament, dying young per se is considered a punishment for sin, as in the warning in
Proverbs 5 against adultery, that tells us the adulterous woman is already on the road to Sheol. But
there is not yet any conception that people are punished after death. Punishment (and reward)
happens in life, with the burdens of illness or misfortune, the greatest punishment being to die early
in life. When you wished someone good fortune, you wished them long life. You also wished54

them many children and grandchildren, the individual’s survival after death was in the memories of
the living.

Over the centuries and with the mixing of cultures, ideas about life and
death evolved. Psalm 49 says that all end the same way: the wise man
and the fool, the rich who love money and trust in their wealth, all go
down to Sheol. But, the psalmist goes on to advise us not to “fear when
others become rich,” people may praise them when alive, but when the
rich die they will “join the company of their forebears never again to see

the light.” Here is the classic conception of death, but with the idea that Yahweh can overcome even
death and rescue the righteous from Sheol.

Once this idea is introduced, then where does someone go if rescued from Sheol? In Hebrew
cosmology there were only three “places” in the universe: the heavens where God lived, the earth,
and the abode of the dead, Sheol. If God rescues one from Sheol, then they only have two options, to
come back to earth or to go on to heaven. In the second chapter of 2 Kings, Elijah is taken up to
heaven in a whirlwind, by-passing Sheol altogether. But Elijah was a great prophet, what is the55

fate of everyone else after death?  What could the average man or woman hope for?

If we understand Sheol as an endless state of consciousness of nothingness, we can see why the men
in Wisdom preferred to believe in no after existence at all. One hundred years before Jesus, we have
as afterlife options: 1) Sheol, 2) non-existence and 3) God rescuing you and taking you to live with
Him in heaven, but you had to be a pretty great guy for the last. So, there was still no conception of
punishment after dying, but there could be reward for some. (Compare this to believing that someone
wins the Lottery as a reward from God. Even if you do believe such a thing, you don’t believe God is
punishing you by relegating you to the middle class.)

55 2 Kings 2:11

54“ May the Lord bless you from Zion all the days of your life so you share Jerusalem’s joy and live to see your children’s
children.”  Psalm 128 vs. 5

53 Job 7:9, 17:13-16
52 McKenzie pg 800
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The answer to this dilemma was “resurrection.” McKenzie tells us “The Hb [Hebrew]conception of
man made it impossible for any idea of the afterlife to arise which was not a restoration of life to the
body.” He also tells us that the idea of resurrection cannot clearly be traced either in, or outside of,56

Biblical sources. By the time we get to the New Testament, there is a developed but controversial
belief in bodily resurrection combined with an idea of a “last day,” as we recall Martha saying in
John 11:24 “I know he [Lazarus] will rise in the resurrection on the last day.” Resurrection was not
an idea accepted by all the Jewish people, but was common among the Pharisees, apparently.

We know some of what other people said, but what did Jesus say? What did He actually reveal about
the afterlife? What did He say about punishment and reward? Is there some place of fire and
torment God will send us if we break one of the rules or all of them?

The word “hell” as we use it never appears in the Bible, though some translations of Scripture have
freely substituted “hell” for other words. But many Christians still believe that Jesus described hell
as a place where we would be tortured endlessly. A reasonable belief based on standard translation
passages like this:

“Lord, when was it that we saw you hungry or thirsty or a stranger or naked or
sick or in prison and did not care for you?” …. “Truly I tell you, just as you did
not do it to the least of these, you did not do it to me. And these will go away
to eternal punishment, but the righteous to eternal life.”

Matthew 25:44-46

The Greek word aiwvioj, aionios translated “eternal” can mean: no beginning, no end, no57

beginning or end. It can carry the connotation of something “from the most ancient time” or “before
time was.” This is an adjective that describes something about the punishment, rather than the58

length of time one will be subject to it. That is, Jesus said: this is the consequence that has always
existed and always will, not: “This is the punishment the person will experience forever.” If you
leap from a five-story building you will be hurt. Your injuries are not “punishments” for jumping,
this is simply the consequence that has always existed for a physical body: throw it onto a hard
surface from a height and it breaks. Similarly, Jesus is explaining how the universe works. It has
always been the case, from the beginning of Time and will always be the case, that certain actions
have certain consequences beyond physical death.

What is the “eternal life” that He speaks of here? Didn’t we say that life was just always eternal?
That we don’t “end” in any case?

58 Thayer 165

57 SN 165-166 aionios - Often translated “eternal” in Scripture, 166 aionios is from 165 aion, both from 104 aei which
indicates “duration” or an “age.” It can mean “regularly” as well as “always.” In Luke 1:70, aionios is translated with
the phrase “since the world began” in the KJV or “from of old” in the NAB. Thus, aionios can mean a variety of things in
terms of spans of time: without beginning, without end, without beginning or end, always (as from the beginning of
something), forever (as will never end).

56 McKenzie, pg 731
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“Life” here is not “existence,” which would be fuxh psuche, but zwh zoë which might simply be59 60

defined as ultimate joy. The way things work and always have is that ultimate joy has always
existed and some will attain that from this lifetime and some will go to another consequence that has
always existed: kolasij kolasis. Appearing in many standard translations as “punishment,” kolasis
is a form of a root word that can mean “to lop or prune,” “to check, curb or restrain” or “to chastise,
correct, punish.” 61

Being uncharitable has always been and always will be a
condition in need of correction, not as in “beaten with a stick
until you learn better.” But as in, “take away the part that
doesn’t work.” Whenever we see Jesus using “eternal,” we can
understand that in terms of His explaining to us the system by
which the universe operates: the choices we make here have
consequences beyond this state of existence. Our destination is
reached, our goal attained, only by certain choices and not by
others. You cannot get to the moon by doing jumping jacks in a
mineshaft; you cannot get to zoë, (more specifically defined as

61 Thayer, 2849, 2851

60 SN 2222 zoe - Life. From the extensive entry in Thayer:. “The state of one who is possessed of vitality or is
animate.” “of a life preserved in the midst of all perils” “of the absolute fullness of life both essential and ethical which
belongs to God…” “life after resurrection.” Zoe appears 134 times in NT and many of these references carry more
mundane meanings: “alive,” “existing.” But Jesus uses only zoe and never other words translated as “life” such as
psuche when He speaks of the nature of eternal existence beyond living in the body on earth.

59 SN 5590 psuche - Appearing 105 times in the NT as “soul,” “life,” “mind” and “heart.” Psuche also is used
idiomatically, as in John 10:24, according to scholars, and translated as “doubt” or “suspense.” However, this is not an
actual translation of the word, but a contemporary rendition of the idiom. The text at 10:24 deals with the Jews
demanding of Jesus “How long are you going to keep us in suspense?” and demand He tell them plainly if He is the
Messiah. The notes of the NAB translate the Greek idiom more literally as: “How long will you take away our life?” We
might translate it very literally as “Until how long will you cause the life of ours to cease?” We might compare it to
“waiting with baited breath” or the idea we can’t get on with life because we are waiting for someone to finish (“I’m not
getting any younger here, Fred, what’s your point?”)

The Greek word here that is translated “take away” or “cause to cease” is Strong’s 142 airo, which also can be translated
“raise” or “take up.” It is certainly possible to translate the passage: “How long will it be until you raise us up from life
since you are the Messiah; tell us plainly!” I am not asserting that the Greek idiom is either correct or incorrect, only
exploring the layers of meaning so often inherent in the text of the Gospels.

Distinguishing psuche from pneuma from zoe in ancient literature is problematic, to say the least, and definitively
impossible at most. And, in both translation and the original works, the writers seem to mean and use words like “soul”
or “spirit” interchangeably. Looking at closely related words can be one key to understanding, and in the case of 5590
psuche, we can look at 5591 psuchikos which Thayer defines as “having the nature and characteristics of the yuxh
[psuche] i.e. of the principle of animal life” and also “governed by the …sensuous nature with its subjection to appetite
and passion.”  Hence, life as psuche is  fleshbound.

While Strong would have us believe that certain Greek words in this context “exactly correspond” with some Hebrew
words (see Strong’s entry for 5590) it seems to this writer as if what Jesus was saying in the NT was significantly
tangential to the classic understandings of the Hebrews in terms of life, soul and eternal existence.
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absolute fullness of life in God or a genuine life blessed in this world or the next) by some system
other than the one Jesus reveals to us. Jesus doesn’t say we will never get there if we make that
choice, He says we will need correction.

If the concept of a place of torment we never get out of is discarded as a misunderstanding, how did it
arise in the first place? Possibly, it more correctly arose in “the second place.” Christianity was for
the first few hundred years, scattered, unorganized, repressed and persecuted. But it existed for the
most part, in the Roman Empire, the writings and teaching interpreted by people in terms of their
overriding cultural influence. When Constantine won a great battle and became Emperor, he also
established Christianity as the state religion.

The classic, if not earliest, conception of hell, of the afterlife generally, resembles nothing so much as
the Roman conception of Hades. Hades wasn’t hell, it was the place all people went to live after
death and it comprised a variety of “lands.” You ended up in one or another depending on what kind
of person you were in life. Remember what we call Roman “mythology” wasn’t mythical to them,
this was their religion and they had a well-developed and ancient set of beliefs.

The Romans believed that in Hades the dead live in a counterpart of material, earthly existence. The
righteous live without pain or problem in the Elysian Fields, ruled by the god Cronos in peace and
everlasting light. There is “Hades in general” where most of us will stay. But the wicked are
tormented in Tartarus, (also the name of the god who rules there) a deep, sunless abyss. Tartarus is
probably the only word reasonably translated “hell” in the New Testament. Used only once in
Scripture, in the form of a verb tartaroo tartarow (Strong’s 5020) in 2 Peter 2:4.  From the KJV:

“For if God spared not the angels that sinned, but cast them down to hell, and
delivered them to chains of darkness, to be reserved unto judgment; …”

The NAB has done this with the word, which could be either the name of the God or the place:

“For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, but condemned them to
the chains of Tartarus and handed them over to be kept for judgment; … ”

Whichever translation you prefer, it sounds very much like a sentence written by someone who
believed in the Roman version of afterlife. As scholars place the writing of this letter in the
mid-second century and as it is “ascribed” to Peter who had been martyred in Rome, it isn’t much of62

a stretch to imagine this letter as coming from a Roman writer. If what Jesus said is reported
accurately in Scripture, and if we are still operating under a very old misunderstanding of what He
said, then just what did He say?

Consequences after death for actions in life was something Jesus often spoke of, and he very often
used the analogy of Gehenna, a valley south of Jerusalem where refuse and dead animals were63

63 SN  1067 gehenna - Gehenna, the Valley of the son of Hinnom, south of Jerusalem, a waste dump and place of
“eternal” fires, misery and banishment.  If translated, usually translated as “hell.”

62It was an accepted literary convention at the time for an author to ascribe his own work to a renowned source.  Hence,
we have the common misperception that Saint John wrote the book of Revelation.
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dumped and burned. However, you rarely find a translation of Scripture (the New American Bible is
a notable exception) where the translator has used “Gehenna,” the actual place name Jesus used in
His analogies. Instead, almost all English translations, Bibles have substituted “hell.” If we reinsert
Gehenna, what can we understand Jesus to have told us?

Gehenna, which comes from an Aramaic word ge-hinnam, would be an abbreviated form of the full
name of the place in Hebrew, “valley of the son of Hinnom.” Historically, Gehenna was the site of64

a pagan shrine where human sacrifice was practiced and it was cursed by Jeremiah. By Jesus’ time,65

it was so long an enormous trash dump, that the fires burning there had burned for decades, the fire
smoldering deep under great piles of refuse. And so we have Jesus’ reference to the “unquenchable
fire” in Mark 9:43. Because the Sheol of the Hebrews had long been described as an underground
world of darkness, it is easy to see how they made the connection to descending into a valley
continually shrouded in clouds of smoke and ash that kept in it a kind of “eternal” darkness.

Those who frequented Gehenna were the unclean, the criminals and the mentally ill, ejected by
society, identified as suffering for their sins in life. In Matthew 8:12 Jesus is quoted as speaking of
some being “driven out into the outer darkness where there will be wailing and gnashing of teeth.”
Away from Jerusalem in the darkness of that valley, there must have been much wailing. Gehenna
represented the worst possible outcome of one’s life, hopelessness and suffering, darkness and filth,
rejection and isolation.  Sounds like hell to me.

It was less the place that was the analogy for where some may end up after death, than it was the
state of being of those that were sent there, being separated from other people and from what was
holy. If you were a leper you could be relegated to Gehenna, to eat of unclean things in the smoky
stench until you were cleansed of your disease. If you were a criminal, you might hide there forever,
as in your whole life, unless you were forgiven or your debt paid somehow. The people in Gehenna
were even outcast from one another, the criminal afraid of being contaminated by the leper, the leper
afraid of being robbed or murdered, both afraid of the psychotic, often thought to be possessed by
demons. So, for one in Gehenna, being able to go to Jerusalem to live, to worship in the Temple and
be restored to society is a very good analogy for heaven, for this is all such a person could desire. To
be made clean, healed, forgiven and to clear his debt. To be reconciled to God and to the people, the
ecclesia.

We can see how ideas about sin and being outcast, about death and afterlife developed together with
the history of the valley of Hinnom. In light of a very long cultural belief that punishment and
reward were meted out during this life, if you were outcast, even if you were not a criminal, you must
have done something wrong. Being outcast in a place of darkness and eternal fire and unholy things
became the punishment, instead of the thing that sent you there, the leprosy or the madness, so
punishment moved from something that happened to you in this life to something that happened after
death. And because so many who were banished to the actual Gehenna died there, the idea came
about that one could go to a place after death of never ending torment, as the torment of those in

65 Jeremiah 7:30-33
64 McKenzie, pgs 299-300.
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Gehenna lasted their whole lives. Soon, death/Sheol//Gehenna became interchangeable terms and
conflated concepts, translated into English as hell.

But we always must remember in Scripture, especially in Jesus’ public teaching, that he spoke in
parables, in analogies and symbols. If Jerusalem is the place of safety behind walls that cannot be
breached, of the Temple and the most sacred Holy of Holies, the actual place where God dwells, then
Jerusalem represents heaven, the city of the afterlife, the home of God the Father. And outside those
gates? The road, the countryside, all with various amounts of trial and risk, and the worst place of
all: Gehenna. If one is not in the afterlife, in heaven, then one is in Time: on the road toward the
gates of the Holy City, stuck in the hell on earth that some live in, off in a dark valley, making little
progress.

Jesus taught us The Way Things really Work, that we, by our own choices and behaviors, trap
ourselves in a constant round of reincarnation to an imperfect state of being, the consequence of our
action in life. Not everything outside Jerusalem was Gehenna, of course. People existed in a variety
of ways and in varying lifestyles, some suffering more than others, some getting closer and closer to
the gates.  Jesus did not teach that we would be tormented endlessly after we die.

But isn’t there supposed to be punishment?

Well, no. John tells us so when he refers to “...Jesus Christ the
righteous one who is expiation for our sins. And not just for our
sins, but the sins of the whole world.” Expiation is atonement66

and reparation, the price paid. A thief will have the things he
stole taken from him and returned to the rightful owner and then
still have to serve time in prison as punishment. Jesus did our
time, so, there is no punishment or John would have been
speaking an untruth.

But we still have to give back the stuff.

There are natural laws to the universe and one of them is that
there are consequences to acts. Bread cast upon the waters
returns one hundred fold and for every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction. Some people call this karma. Whatever we steal, we must send back,
sometimes called the “karmic debt.” In heavenly terms we must take back what we have given out
that is negative and, in a feat of cosmic alchemy, transform that into what is positive. We can, and
must, make darkness into Light.

Jesus gave us a symbol for the consequence of creating darkness instead of increasing light: Gehenna,
a place where people were isolated, from one another and from what was holy. They were in a word,
unreconciled. We can understand this fairly easily and begin to imagine how much we do not want to

66 1 John 2:1-2
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be in that position. Jesus brings us salvation, the release from the prison of Time, the power at the
very gates of “hell” to overcome being thrust back, so we can get safely inside the gates.
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The Road to Hell is Paved with Abandoned Keys

There is an analogy about of us all wearing coats of many pockets and throughout our lives we store
things in there, like our resentments and jealousies and all those anti-spirit, “low-frequency” sorts of
things. On reaching the Pearly Gates, Saint Peter acts as the “coatcheck guy” and we all have to
empty our pockets.  We have to take responsibility for what we bring with us.

The first time I heard this, I had a mental flash of myself stepping up
to the table and some nasty thing slithering out of my coat onto the
table’s pristine surface of light and glory and me protesting, “Oh no,
that disgusting thing isn’t mine, my sister stuck that in there!” I
imagined Peter standing there and standing there, eternally patient,
blocking the door, waiting for me to acknowledge it, while I hold up
the line refusing to admit that I shoved that thing into my pocket,
myself.

But what happens if you refuse to acknowledge what you carry?

In the parable of the wedding feast, Jesus tells us the kingdom of
heaven can be likened to a king who gave a wedding feast for his
son, but the invited guests refused to come. So, the king sent his
servants out into the roads to gather up anyone and everyone they
could find and bring them all in. But one man was not wearing a
“wedding robe,” and would not account for his being dressed in a
way not fit for the occasion, so the king has the man cast outside,
into the darkness, where there is wailing and grinding of teeth. 67

Apparently, this guy snuck in a side door wearing a coat with bulging pockets.

The Church has divided the afterlife into three parts: Hell, Purgatory (where you leave your coat and
get issued your wedding garment after which you get to go to Heaven), and Heaven. It is a neat
separation of outcomes and easy to conceptualize. But it is not literal in terms of place, no one knows
what those things are, exactly. Jesus gave us many parables and analogies, but no precise description.
Mystics, visionaries, mediums and those who have had Near Death Experiences, report their
perceptions of the afterlife experience, including hell. These reports aren’t scientific descriptions,
either, but do give us a set of impressions by which we can understand the processes involved with
our journeys through life and afterlife.

One of the most striking visions of hell has been related by the Medjugorje visionaries. When
Mirjana, one of the visionaries, asked The Blessed Mother how God could be so unmerciful as to
throw people into hell to suffer forever, Mary responded that the souls in hell had gone there of their
own free will.  Mirjana then asked how God could ignore their prayers?

67 Matthew 22:1-14
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“ ‘Then the Madonna explained it to me,’ she said, ‘People in Hell do not pray at all, instead they blame
God for everything. In effect, they become one with Hell, and they get used to it. The rage against God,
and they suffer, but they always refuse to pray to God.’ ”

Vicka, another of the visionaries who was given a vision of hell by Mary, described “a vast pit with
an ‘ocean of raging flames’ at it’s center.” She said she watched people approach the fire and
willingly hurl themselves into it. She reported: “The more they are against God’s will the deeper
they enter into the fire and the deeper they go the more they rage against Him.”

The Virgin also showed the girls Purgatory, explaining it was
necessary “Since nothing can live in the sight of God but pure
love, God’s justice cleanses.” Mary described Purgatory as a
series of “levels” that stretch all the way from the gates of hell to
the portal of Paradise. A friend of mine shares an office with68

a woman who does essentially the very same work. They also
have similar lives outside of their job, but my friend’s co-worker
is miserable. She hates her job, her co-workers and her life in
general. She rails against the bosses, the traffic, the clients and
the universe for her bad luck and crummy life. In other words,
her life is hell. Yet, she lives much the same way in the same
place as my friend, who loves her job, likes her bosses and
enjoys her work and her life in general.

Physicist David Bohm, among others, conceptualizes the Universe working on the same principles as
a hologram. One of the features of a hologram, is that
you can store many, many images on the same piece of
film. That is, you can put a picture of a dog over a
mountain over a vase over a rainbow in the same area of
the same physical object, simply by changing the angle
of the laser slightly. Then, each separate thing will be
projected in full three-dimensional seeming-reality, just
by illuminating the image with a laser beam at the same
angle. On the piece of film, you have one thing, a69

layering of patterns, all making one confusing-to-look
at, random-appearing, mess of light and dark. Physics tells us that while light can act as both a wave
and a particle, the only time light is a particle is when we are observing it. The patterns on film are
only single “things” when we “observe” each with a laser, the things appearing separately because of
the angle of the laser. That is, particles and pictures only come into existence relative to observation.
Your life is only what it is, as you choose to perceive it, revealed by what kind of energy you bring to
it.

This means that any number of realities for any number of people can exist at the same time in the
same space. The Universe is essentially nonlocal. But in Time, our perceptions are limited to what

69 Talbot, pg 21.
68 All Medjugorje quotes here are from The Miracle Detective, pp. 155-157.
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our physical brains can encompass and we conceptualize in terms of place and order. We can
understand a progression, a series of levels, a journey from one place to another. But in the nonlocal
universe, one woman sitting at a desk is in hell and another woman at an adjoining desk is in some
other “level” of existence. This is hell or some purgatorial level, in the pits or on the road, on the
steps of the Temple, on top of a glorious mountain, or in the darkness of the valley. Life in Time is
analogous to, as well as continuous with, life after dying.

We are not where we are because of where we are, but because of the angle at which we intersect the
rest of the Universe. To be somewhere else, we have only to shift our perceptions. Jesus continuing
analogy for the structure of the Universe gives us a concrete way to conceptualize a nonlocal,
holographic, impossible-to-comprehend-in-Time reality: Life outside the walls of the Holy City
was dangerous and difficult in any case. At worst, Gehenna was out there. There was a wall around

the Holy City, a place of demarcation, a barrier, but
with passageways. People came and went from the
city to the countryside. Some people in the city could
go to the Temple. Based on sex and status, some
could go further and further into the Temple, to be
closer and closer to the Holy of Holies, to the place
they believed God resided on earth, separated only by
a curtain, a space that, by custom and belief, was
inviolable.70

It’s a great analogy. Jesus says over and over in
parables that some will be cast out into darkness, into

Gehenna, into a place of wailing and gnashing of teeth: wedding guests who won’t be admitted to the
dinner, misers who bury their talents in the ground out of fear, those who simply will not forgive.
Time is the state outside of the wall, and we are all at some place in that land, in Gehenna or on the
road, or standing at the gates of the city passing time with those inside. We may have been in one
and moved to another. We may be leaping back into hell over and over because we just will not own
that crap that keeps falling out of our pockets.

The chief punishment of hell is eternal separation from God, in whom man alone
can possess the life and happiness for which he was created and for which he
longs.71

Randall Sullivan quotes one of the visionaries:

“ ‘People envy us, that we see the Blessed Mother and speak to Her, but I
would not wish it for anyone else,’ Mirjana told me. ‘To know Heaven and live
on earth is pain no one else can imagine.’ ” 72

72 Sullivan, pg. 155
71 Catechism of the Catholic Church, paragraph 1035.

70 Only the High Priest could enter the Holy of Holies and only once a Year on the day of Atonement.  In Scripture, this
curtain was “torn in two,” apparently by cosmic forces, as Jesus died on the Cross. Matthew 27:51, Mark 15:38, Luke
23:45.
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If we think of life in Time and the afterlife as continuums of states of being, then we ineluctably
come to the conclusion that in our most basic essence we are both part of, and at a point on, that
continuum. That is, some people may, by the time they pass, be hardly physical at all, becoming so
much of spirit that they naturally inhabit a different “realm” than say, a cranky old miser with no
friends will, who has not spent much time here uniting with his spirit. If we think of spirits as ocean
dwelling creatures, some will live as jellyfish and some as octopi, some bottom-feeding and some
skimming the surface because of the nature of what they are. The greater your spirit, whatever
“greater” means in spiritspeak, the closer to being “as/with/of God” a person becomes.

We fuel our own evolution by our choices here and this has everything to do with what we experience
in the continuum of our life, now and most especially after we pass. There were a lot of gates into
the city of Jerusalem. We get to the “eternal city” every time we pass on through that wall that
separates us from the other side. Most of those gates lead us to roads that curve around back through
the wall into Time. Only one gate leads to the Holy of Holies from which we never have to return.
We can choose that gate at any time, Jesus gave us the keys to the Kingdom.

“I give you the keys to the kingdom of heaven: whatever you bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven; whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in
heaven.”

Matthew 16:19, Matthew 18:18

Jesus told Peter that He would restore the ecclesia through the action of our listening and receiving
enlightenment from God. He said that at the very gates to the abode of the dead, Sheol, we will have
the power to choose, which assures us that there will be an end to dying. He has described the end73

of Time, the state of never having to come back here: freedom from bondage called salvation. And
we have the keys to that prison, to open or lock that narrow gate. In The Miracle Detective, Sullivan
tells us that Vicka was “mocked relentlessly” for saying that Heaven had “a kind of door” at it’s
entrance, but she continued to insist it was true and that the Virgin explained a “narrow passage”
awaits everyone who attempts to enter Paradise.74

“Enter by the narrow gate. The wide road leads to perdition and many take it,
but it is the narrow gate and the hard road that leads to life, and only a few
find it.”

Matthew 7:13-14

The King James bibles translate “narrow” as “strait.” The Greek word is stenoj stenos which75

Strong suggests means narrow “from obstacles standing close about.” In English, a strait is a narrow
passage connecting bodies of water and that passage is often one sailors navigate with great care in

75 SN 4728 stenos - Simply meaning “narrow” or “strait” - narrowness as a result of obstacles standing close about.
Purported to be from the same base word (stao) as 2476 histemi: “to stand.” (Incidentally, the reader may wish to look at
4715, 4716 and 4717, all words sharing this same root word, with meanings such as “standard,” “cross,” or “crucify”
among others.)

74 Sullivan pg 155
73 Matthew 16:18
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very well-defined courses. In such a place, to stray too far in one direction or another can cause a
ship to founder on rocks or shoals. So, that “strait gate” is not simply narrow, it represents the
choice we make for the Way. It isn’t that if we choose the wide road we will be unhappy when we
pass in some bad place. It is that we take our choices with us and we will simply not fit through the
last portal to our ultimate destination with all those bulging pockets. Then, we end up thrown back
on shore.

We know we take some things with us because Jesus explained it in Chapter 12:

“Whoever speaks against the son of man will be forgiven, but whoever speaks
against the holy spirit will not be forgiven, either in this world or the world to
come.”

Matthew 12:32

We won’t be forgiven? Ever?

The word in Greek we translate as “forgive” is aphiemi, which means among other things: “yield76

up,” “divorce,” “keep no longer.” It also means “to leave someone to themselves and abandon all
mutual claims,” one of my favorite definitions of “forgive.” It also means simply “abandon.” There
are some things we do to each other that we can just walk away from. Sins against the things
physical, represented by the “Son of Man” who is in each of us, according to His Word. But, there
are some things, sins against “that part of a man which deserves to be venerated” (holy spirit) also in
each of us, that you cannot walk away from, that must be acknowledged and accounted for. You
cannot simply abandon them here or in the next life, “the world to come.”

For example, it could be that one night you drink too much. You are not doing this on purpose or
being an irresponsible alcoholic, you are at a party and lose track of how many drinks you’ve had,
your judgment is impaired. You make a mistake. But when you get into your car, your simple
mistake leads to the loss of someone’s life on earth. As terrible as that is, it is not necessarily a sin
against the spirit. In terms of the destination of and consequences to your soul after you pass, this is
something you can deal with here and will be able to leave here, assuming you accept your own
responsibility for what happened.

Conversely, if you decide a human being is garbage to be thrown on a trash heap, if you take a life
cavalierly or cruelly with forethought and malice, while the same objective result occurs, the taking
of life on earth, this is a great sin against the spirit and must be accounted for. The sin is not only
against the spirit of the one you murder, but against your own spirit, which cannot be manifested in
Time through the dense wall of negative energy you have created.

76 SN  863 aphiemi -  Thayer gives us a variety of meanings and connotations for the word commonly translated
“forgive” in Scripture.  “Send away,” “yield up,” “disregard,” “keep no longer,” and “do not hinder” being a few.
Apheimi is also translated leave, suffer, allow or let in Scripture.  The word purportedly comes from a combination of 575
apo a primary particle indicating “away” or “off” and as a prefix connoting separation, departure, cessation or reversal
with eimi meaning “send forth.”   It must also be considered that the word derives from the simple ha negative prefix and
5346 phemi meaning “speak,”  “say one’s thoughts” or “make known.”
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Sins against the spirit are not necessarily great sins of torture and murder. They are that careless
nasty word we excuse by saying, “I couldn’t help it…” with various addendums “…he’s such a
jerk!” “…I’m really stressed out” “…it’s just the way I am, I always tell the truth, even if it hurts!”
A sin against the spirit is that sneering look or the admonishment, If you aren’t trained you shouldn’t
work during the lunch rush. The offhand judgment Well, she brought it on herself with that attitude.
Or simply, Jerk! If you are someone’s boss, is it enough for you to tell your employee what you
want them to change about whatever they did that displeased you or do you have to make them feel
stupid in the bargain? If you are an employee, is it enough to complain to your spouse when you get
home about your boss, or do you have to undermine them behind the scenes with your co-workers?
In terms of sins again man and spirit, you’d be better off breaking into your neighbor’s house and
stealing his television, than telling him he is apparently too dumb or too lazy to put weed-killer on his
lawn.

It is not that we can never be forgiven and enter the Kingdom of God, it is that we have to render an
account, pay up, restore the balance for all the darkness we created by
blocking out the Light which was always within us. We take things with
us because we create them, and what we create is not only the actions
against others we manifest, but the unforgiveness of the actions of others
we believe are against ourselves. The Blessed Mother said at Medjugorje
that people in hell blame God for everything. We do that, in great part,
by blaming one another. Our unforgiveness of what we think of as other
people’s sins against us are not something they must account for. It is we
who shoved those things into our own pockets, we who bind them to
ourselves. It is we who cast ourselves out of the ecclesia when we believe

another should be. If you wish to enter the kingdom, you have to abandon that, forgive. These are
the things we take with us because we have not dealt with them
here.

This is not meant to frighten us, for there is nothing frightening on
the other side. Jesus gives us information, He explains TWTW
over and over, so we can negotiate the strait and follow Him to our
true home and be freed from having to come into Time. He gives
us all the keys to the kingdom. We can open the door to heaven for ourselves or lock it. We can also
hold it open for the next guy; we can pick each other’s pockets.
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Sin and Salvation

Sin The word all by itself is enough to make you want to reject Christianity, sometimes. We want to
shout at people to stop with all the sin talk, stop trying to make everyone feel badly about themselves.

The gospels don’t mention sin all that often, really. Some form of amarthma hamartema is the77

most common word translated as “sin.” It appears in one form or another about 250 times in the New
Testament. But it only appears in the Gospels about 55 times and several times it is in stories in the
various books that are repeats of one another or said by persons other than Jesus. When I counted, it
seemed that hamartema could only be attributed directly to Jesus about 20 times. Reading through
the passages, it becomes apparent that people then, like people now, seem to focus a great deal on
“sin,” with their focus (not necessarily Jesus’ focus) on what rule someone broke.

But what does the word mean, really? Strong suggests that the word comes from a combination a
ha, used as a negative particle and meroj meros. Meros, described as an obsolete but more78 79

primary word, means “part,” as in a part due or assigned to you, your lot or destiny, part of a whole.
Therefore, hamartema would connote being “without your part or your destiny :: not part of the
whole.”

Hamartema, used as noun, verb and adjective is defined by Thayer and Strong as “to be without a
share in,” “to miss the mark,” “to wander from the path of righteousness and honor,” “to err.” So,
while the word can certainly mean “breaking a rule,” it also carries with it both the cause and
consequence of those acts, those “sins;” these meanings precede the “moral rule breaking” one.
Those causes and consequences being: to miss your mark/stray off that narrow path - not gain your
share of your destiny /not be part of the ecclesia. It is because this word has these older meanings
that it is such a powerful word to use in reference to actions contrary to the spiritual and moral
imperative.

Hierarchies of religious organizations from ancient systems to modern feel they are the definers and
arbiters of moral imperatives. In this way “sin” came to encompass all acts contrary to the rules of
those religious PTBs (Powers That Be) in addition to the basic spiritual imperatives such as “love

79 SN  3313 meros - To receive a portion of.  To be allotted.  The thing assigned.  A division, part, type or piece.
Translated also as “coast,” “behalf,” “side,” and “particular” among others.

78 SN  1 ha - This is the first letter of the Greek alphabet: alpha.  It is only used as this word four times in the New
Testament and all occur in Revelation.  Generally, ha is seen as a prefix indicating a negative connotation for the word to
which it is attached.  Think of the prefixes “un” or “in” as used in English. (“unlikely”  “inflexible”)

77 SN  264-265 hamartema - Provides a good example of ha as a negative prefix, 265 hamartema and 264 hamartemo
are from the negative particle 1 ha and 3307 merizo meaning “apportion,” “bestow,” share a part or portion of something.
Together they connote not being apportioned one’s lot. Hamartemo means most literally “miss the mark” (see also 266
hamartia) and hamartema a “defect” or “error,” a “wandering off the path.”  These words are often translated as forms of
“sin,” “trespass,” or “offense.”
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your neighbor.” Hence, Jesus was challenged for healing on the Sabbath or allowing His disciples to
eat without washing up first. Throughout history, people in a plethora of religious traditions have
been condemned for such things as marrying the wrong person, singing or dancing, doing anything
scientific, eating the wrong foods at the wrong times, not attending a religious service, wearing the
wrong clothes, even speaking aloud at the wrong time or
place, or being the wrong sex when speaking.

Jesus’ warning about the “leaven of the Pharisees”80

addresses this precise issue and is not only for His
followers then, but, as with all His teachings, for all of us
at all times. We have to use our good judgment about
what people say as opposed to what God says through His
Son or the Holy Spirit. And, we have to be just as leery of
our own embellishment of spiritual law as we are of any
church bureaucracy or local pastor. Sin is an important
concept, it helps us understand how we shoot ourselves in
our own feet while trying to walk up the path. While no
one falls off the path simply because they violated purely
religious rules, throwing out the concept of hamartema/sin
altogether, robs us of part of the information we need
about The Way Things Work.

Jesus was pretty clear about the true moral imperatives
(mercy, compassion, acceptance) and the choices that can
delay reaching our destined place in the ecclesia (condemnation, hypocrisy, selfishness). The other
“sins,” the things humans add to the flour, the “leaven” that puffs it up, hardly register at all in the
cosmic book of bad behavior, the Ultimate Permanent Record. In other words, God does not care
how many times we go to Reconciliation. God does care, however, that we take responsibility for our
choices and seek to find His Will.

“Truly I tell you that all sins and blasphemies will be forgiven the sons of man
except if they blaspheme against the holy spirit. Then they will not be
forgiven but will be bound to eternal condemnation.” For they had said “He has an
unclean spirit. ”

Mark 3:28-30

Or, “All these actions can be dealt with, but if you can’t recognize what is from God, what is true
spirit, then you are going to end up right back here.” In this passage, Jesus has been driving out
demons, and making people well and whole and the Powers That Be in the church of the time have
said He is possessed by the devil because He drives out demons. They are seeing the power of God’s
love and compassion right in front of them, but saying (“speaking against” or “blaspheming”) the
power is Satan’s. People are in a lot of trouble when they cannot discern light from darkness right
before their eyes.

80 Matthew 16:6
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Forgiven here is aqesij aphesis meaning to send forth or release from bondage. Condemnation is81

actually the word krisij krisis which essentially means separation. So, you can’t be sent forth,82

released from the bondage of Time, if you think what is holy, what is from God, is something else,
something evil.  You have your light and dark all mixed up and simply cannot see The Way.

Now we seem to have two different interpretations for the same passage, this version in Mark, it’s
parallel in Matthew 12:32 which was dealt with in the last chapter. But these are not different
interpretations as much as they are levels of interpretation. Like the pictures overlaying one another
on holographic film, we have changed our angle and understood something both deeper and the same.
We looked at action in the last chapter, things we do and choices we make that result in our being
hindered in our journey. Here in Mark, we have examined the cause of action, the basic state of
“mis-alignment” which leads us to think that stealing the TV is worse than denigrating the spirit: we
cannot discern the light from the darkness. In this way we understand that understanding and action
are inseparable. The result of lack of knowledge is always sin, the separation that leaves us in
darkness.  Knowing, gnosis, results in love (acts of light), leads us to light.

While hamartema is the word most commonly
translated as sin, there are others. In this same passage
in Mark, the NAB (New American Bible) translates
krisis as “sin” instead of “condemnation.” It says that
someone who blasphemes against the holy spirit “is
guilty of an everlasting sin.” This is a good example of
editorial discretion reflecting theological position. I
cannot find one other instance in the NAB where
Strong’s number 2920, krisis, is translated “sin.”
Usually it is “judgment,” sometimes “testimony” or
“justice.” But, because the most basic meaning of krisis
is separating or sundering, and “sin” has already been

used to translate a word meaning being without a share in or missing the mark, this singular use of
“sin” makes theological sense in terms of what Jesus is telling us: misjudging what is spirit will lead
to separation from Eternity.

There is one other word that Jesus uses often translated “sin” and, not surprisingly, it also has to do
with being separated from. More specifically, it has to do with keeping someone from and Jesus takes
some trouble to warn us against this. If the consequences of hamartema are undesirable, the
consequences of skandalizo are dire, to say the least.

If not recognizing the Light oneself leads to serious consequences, keeping other people from the
Light leads to real trouble! According to Jesus, you might just as well tie a huge rock around your

82 SN  2920 krisis -  Often translated “judgment,” “damnation” or “condemnation,” krisis is essentially a separation, a
selection from a process as of a trial or contest.  And so it becomes a judgment: a decision or opinion.  While it is usually
associated with negative outcomes, the execution of a judgment can also be in favor of a petitioner. Krisis, then, becomes
a selection process or decision of action concerning a person or thing.

81 Strong’s number 863.
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neck and jump into the ocean. Jesus wants no one kept from the Truth, no one kept from Him as the83

Source of Truth, no one barred from the ecclesia. This
is a great sin, and this word, skandalizo, Jesus uses over
and over in the great discourse in Matthew 18, wherein
He makes clear the will of God for inclusion and
forgiveness that takes superiority over all human
teachings and requirements.

The NAB and NIV both translate the word as “sin.”84

From the NAB: “Whoever causes one of these little
ones who believe in me to sin…. Woe to the world
because of things that cause sin…. If your hand or foot
causes you to sin…”

What is this “sin,” exactly, that if one causes it, they
might as well go drown themselves right now? Below
you will find skandalizo in it’s different forms and
variety of translations in the Gospels:

MATTHEW: If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out
and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one of your
members than to have your whole body thrown into Gehenna. And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it
off and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one of your members than to have your whole body go into
Gehenna. 5:29-30

LUKE: And he said to them in reply, "Go and tell John what you have seen and heard: the blind regain their
sight, the lame walk, lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised, the poor have the good news
proclaimed to them. And blessed is the one who takes no offense at me."  7:22-23

JOHN: “This is the bread that came down from heaven. Unlike your ancestors who ate and still died, whoever
eats this bread will live forever." … Then many of his disciples who were listening said, "This saying is hard;
who can accept it?" Since Jesus knew that his disciples were murmuring about this, he said to them, "Does
this shock you? What if you were to see the Son of Man ascending to where he was before? It is the spirit
that gives life, while the flesh  is of no avail. The words I have spoken to you are spirit and life. -6:58-63

MARK: Then Jesus said to them, "All of you will have your faith shaken, for it is written: 'I will strike the
shepherd, and the sheep will be dispersed.' But after I have been raised up, I shall go before you to Galilee."
Peter said to him, "Even though all should have their faith shaken, mine will not be." -14:27-29

MATTHEW: He turned and said to Peter, "Get behind me, Satan! You are an obstacle to me. You are thinking
not as God does, but as human beings do." 16:23

JOHN: "I have told you this so that you may not fall away. They will expel you from the synagogues; in fact,
the hour  is coming when everyone who kills you will think he is offering worship to God. 16:1

MATTHEW: And then many will be led into sin; they will betray and hate one another. 24:10

84 New International Version
83 Matthew 18:6
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Just as Jesus never said the word “hell,” so He also never said “sin.” Just as He used words that
reveal The Way Things Work in terms of consequences after we
pass and our relative position in relation to God, so He also chose
words that reveal to us behaviors that lead to those consequences.
For instance, to prevent someone, or yourself, from following
Jesus, to lead someone away from the truth, to do something in
such a way that another’s faith is shaken. If, through you,
someone is separated from or made to miss the mark, if they
stumble on the way up the path, if you are the trap-stick by which
they are ensnared in Time, woe be unto you.

But Jesus never leaves us in doubt about the path that will take us to freedom. Whenever He tells us
what we will divert us, He also tells us how to get where we want to go. The book of Matthew is full
of this “replacement theology.” In 5:20 Jesus tells the crowd of people, in what we call the Sermon
on the Mount, that their righteousness must surpass that of the scribes and Pharisees to enter the
kingdom of heaven. Then, in a stunningly dramatic discourse comprising sections that begin with
“You have heard it said….” followed by “But I say to you…,” Jesus infuses the people with the
truths of righteousness. And “righteousness” can be defined as “doing God’s will.” The New Ager85

might say “acting in the highest vibration.” I call it “manifesting your spirit.” Jesus characterizes it
as “letting your light shine before others.” Your light. What could that be? The same as it is for86

Jesus, Who said it was not from Himself as human that Truth and miracles came, but that God dwelt
in Him and God spoke and God did the miracles. Your Light, Jesus’ Light, all Light is the same.87

Jesus teaches us again and again how to recognize the Light; giving us the Keys to the Kingdom.

Jesus first tells Peter about the keys to the kingdom in Matthew 16,
not elaborating on it at the time, but the “binding/losing” reference
comes up again, soon after, in Matthew 18.

Jesus declares that it is not God’s will for any sheep who strays to be
lost, then launches into a description of what they do, as Jews, when
they think someone has sinned, broken Jewish law. First, they
confront the person to say he is wrong and if the brother (another
person in the church) listens to them, then they feel they have
brought him back to the fold, as it were. But if he doesn’t listen,
(by which the writer means agree that he is at fault) then they call some witnesses to prove it to him.
The next step for our recalcitrant sinner, is to be hauled up in front of the local congregation, though
“ecclesia” here may mean a group assembled to pass judgment on someone. If he still won’t see the
error of his ways, he is tossed out, expelled, shunned.  He is lost to the church.  Excommunicated.

Even outside of a religion, in our own time, we do this same thing. We feel offended in some way,
we decide someone has harmed us or is just doing something wrong. So we tell them what we think

87 John 14:6-9
86 Matthew 5:16

85 I.e., “You have heard it said ‘You should love your neighbor and hate your enemy;’ but I say to you to love your
enemies and pray for those that persecute you.” Matthew 5:43
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and maybe they recognize how wise we are and agree and we can be friends. If they don’t, then we
drag a few more people into it. “Tell him, Elfrieda, isn’t Rodney wrong?” Then, if we just can’t let
it go, we might sue them. Or, if it isn’t legally actionable, at least tell everyone what a jerk Rodney
is. In the end, we shun him and we expect all of our friends to do the same if they want to stay our
friends. Our churches, clubs, families, pretty much all human organizations, behave similarly:
contrary to God’s will that not even one be lost.

After Jesus lays out this example He reminds His disciples that whatever they bind or loose on88 89

earth will be the same on the other side. Peter asks Jesus how many times he is to forgive, as many
as seven times? But Jesus tells him “not seven, but seventy times seven times.” By which He means:
always. But He goes on to tell us more: that when we reject another, it is really we, ourselves, who
will be lost.  As we do here, so it will be in heaven.  As we forgive, so will we be forgiven.   Or not. 90

You can do two things with a key, lock something or unlock something. Randall Sullivan tells us that
the visionary Vicka was mocked for insisting that Heaven had a “door.” Yet, she insisted and91

reported Mary saying that “a narrow passage” waited for everyone attempting to enter. When people
who have passed “come through” in readings, they commonly tell those who are here to “let things
go.” Let go of your guilt, anger, fear. Do not put that into your pocket or bind it to yourself to be
carried with you. We are all in the process, right now, of swinging open the gates to the Kingdom or
slamming them shut. We keep them closed by deciding that only some may enter, by refusing to
forgive, by standing in front of that table and saying, “That’s not my stuff!” We bind ourselves with
our own chains, weight ourselves down with those millstones in our pockets and leap back into the
ocean of Time.

Revelation is always the same and must be, the message now the same as two-thousand years ago:
the Keys to the Kingdom are acceptance and surrender, forgiveness and reconciliation, gratitude and
action, faith and prayer.

The Parousia, the Ultimate Ecclesia, will not be an “apocalypse,” nor will anyone be “left behind.”
The end of the necessity for Time is a process we are in right now and always have been. We live in
various states, we are subject to Time at various intensities. Someone like Padre Pio who could
bilocate seems to barely exist in Time at all: individual as wave. Another, like an extreme sociopath,
hardly knows any other person exists outside himself much less any other realm: the extreme particle.
Most of us, in Time or outside of it, are someplace between. When we arrive at the place where Time
and Eternity become One, I doubt we will notice the difference, so intent will we be on Love, so full
of joy will we be. The Parousia will come when no one wants anyone in hell. When we get everyone
in line. When we can all hold hands and walk past the table on which there remains not a single item
that we have carried over with us, when the pockets of those still on earth are empty.

91 Sullivan, pg 155
90 Matthew 18:21-35

89 Strong’s number 3089: luw luo: to free someone or something tied or fastened :: to discharge from prison :: to remove
an impediment

88 Strong’s number 1210: dew deo: attached :: tied together :: chained to restrain :: bound to keep from straying
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Whether in Time or crossed over, we are each a particle, to be healed individually, freed from Time,
and restored to the One. We are a wave, all flowing into the great ocean of God’s glory and all
pulling the rest with us. When the whole mass has passed through that last narrow gate, Time ends
for everyone. This is the Eschaton. This is our choice. Our responsibility. Our ultimate longing.
Our ineluctable destiny.

You are the Savior of the world.
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Greek Glossary:
For a discussion of Strong’s number’s, Thayer’s Lexicon, and their use in this work, read “Approaching Scripture” at the
beginning of Why Things Work. Only words that appear in this section are included below. The entries here are not
exhaustive by any means and the reader is encouraged to consult other sources for more in-depth discussions of Greek
words and their uses in Scripture.

a
SN 1 ha - This is the first letter of the Greek alphabet: alpha. It is only used as this word four
times in the New Testament and all occur in Revelation. Generally, ha is seen as a prefix
indicating a negative connotation for the word to which it is attached. Think of the prefixes “un”
or “in” as used in English. (“unlikely”  “inflexible”)

aionioj
SN 165-166 aionios - Often translated “eternal” in Scripture, 166 aionios is from 165 aion,
both from 104 aei which indicates “duration” or an “age.” It can mean “regularly” as well as
“always.” In Luke 1:70, aionios is translated with the phrase “since the world began” in the
KJV or “from of old” in the NAB. Thus, aionios can mean a variety of things in terms of spans
of time: without beginning, without end, without beginning or end, always (as from the
beginning of something), forever (as will never end).

amartema
SN 264-265 hamartema - Provides a good example of ha as a negative prefix, 265 hamartema
and 264 hamartemo are from the negative particle 1 ha and 3307 merizo meaning “apportion,”
“bestow,” share a part or portion of something. Together they connote not being apportioned
one’s lot. Hamartemo means most literally “miss the mark” (see also 266 hamartia) and
hamartema a “defect” or “error,” a “wandering off the path.” These words are often translated as
forms of  “sin,” “trespass,” or “offense.”

afihmi
SN 863 aphiemi - Thayer gives us a variety of meanings and connotations for the word
commonly translated “forgive” in Scripture. “Send away,” “yield up,” “disregard,” “keep no
longer,” and “do not hinder” being a few. Apheimi is also translated leave, suffer, allow or let in
Scripture. The word purportedly comes from a combination of 575 apo a primary particle
indicating “away” or “off” and as a prefix connoting separation, departure, cessation or reversal
with eimi meaning “send forth.” It must also be considered that the word derives from the
simple ha negative prefix and 5346 phemi meaning “speak,” “say one’s thoughts” or “make
known.”

genna
SN 1067 gehenna - Gehenna, the Valley of the son of Hinnom, south of Jerusalem, a waste
dump and place of “eternal” fires, misery and banishment. If translated, usually translated as
“hell.”

gnosij
SN 1108 gnosis - Appearing only twice in the Gospels, ( Luke 1:77, 11:52) but 25 times in
other books of the NT, gnosis is most commonly translated “knowledge.” There is and has
always been debate about the meaning of the word and it’s intended meaning by the sacred
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writers. In these times, it is especially confusing with the availability of what are called
“gnostic” gospels, those not included by the Church in the Canon of Scripture. There were a lot
of issues with the so-called “gnostic sects” and the rejection of them by the Church authorities,
not the least of which was exclusivity, secrecy, and the idea that only they would “get to heaven.”
Additionally however, those belonging to such sects answered to no larger Church authority than
themselves. It is part of the very definition of gnosis in this context that it does not depend on
any human agency or utterance, gnosis is knowledge as action: the reception of knowing directly
from God through Christ (or any other supernatural source for a non-Christian). Paul’s
knowledge was gnostic in that it stemmed from his visions of Jesus and his understanding of
what Jesus conveyed to him directly. Thayer includes discussion about gnosis, in part
indicating a melding of intuitive and rational elements. In the vernacular of the time, the word
was used in many ways, from the more concrete (he knows how to build a wall) to the esoteric
(knowing good from evil). The reader is encouraged to take each incidence in Scripture
individually and consider the meaning in context.

dei
SN 1163 dei - Used 106 times in Scripture, dei has been translated “must,” “ought” and
“should” among other choices including “meet.” In the KJV in Luke 15:32 the translator wrote
“It was meet that we should be merry…” A more modern translator might say “So we should be
delighted and rejoice…” These are not words of command “should be delighted” but carry the
connotation as stated in Thayer “necessity lying in the nature of the case.” See Matthew 17:10
“Elijah must come…”

zoe
SN 2222 zoe - Life. From the extensive entry in Thayer:. “The state of one who is possessed
of vitality or is animate.” “of a life preserved in the midst of all perils” “of the absolute
fullness of life both essential and ethical which belongs to God…” “life after resurrection.” Zoe
appears 134 times in NT and many of these references carry more mundane meanings: “alive,”
“existing.” But Jesus uses only zoe and never other words translated as “life” such as psuche
when He speaks of the nature of eternal existence beyond living in the body on earth.

krisij
SN 2920 krisis - Often translated “judgment,” “damnation” or “condemnation,” krisis is
essentially a separation, a selection from a process as of a trial or contest. And so it becomes a
judgment: a decision or opinion. While it is usually associated with negative outcomes, the
execution of a judgment can also be in favor of a petitioner. Krisis, then, becomes a selection
process or decision of action concerning a person or thing.

meroj
SN 3313 meros - To receive a portion of. To be allotted. The thing assigned. A division, part,
type or piece.   Translated also as “coast,” “behalf,” “side,” and “particular” among others.

oikodomew
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SN 3618 oikodomeo - Translated in Scripture as “build,” “edify,” embolden,” and “build up.”
Oikodomeo can mean to construct, to build on or from a foundation laid by another, to restore
that which was already built, to continue building that which is unfinished.

oun
SN 3767 oun - The common little words are very often the ones that take up the most space in
an attempt at definition and the slipperiest to assign meaning to. Oun appears 526 times in the
NT, translated “therefore,” “then,” “so,” “and,” “wherefore,” “now,” and “but.” We can see how
it becomes problematic to translate the same little conjunction as both “and” and “but,”
especially in light of Thayer’s reference to the word as “confirmatory” as well as “continuative.”
Yet, the little word is also used to contrast things in a discourse, to compare them one to another,
besides simply leading us from one point to another. The small word becomes a large concern
in theology when oun means “because of” in relation to why things are as they are or must be.
(Luke 11:35)

paradeisoj
SN 3857 paradeisos - Paradise. Of Persian or possibly Armenian origin, a “garden” or park on
a grand scale, a protected enclosure, well-watered, where animals were kept for a hunt, a green,
protected place of safety for the pleasure of the monarch and family and guests. Long equated
with the Garden of Eden, the ultimate home to which all people wish to return: the upper reaches
of heaven.

pisteuw
SN  4100 pisteuo - To have faith.  To entrust to. To have conviction of.  To think to be true.
Believe.

pneuma
SN 4151 pneuma - A movement of air, a gentle breeze. Wind. Breath. That which animates
the body, the life-force. Essence devoid of matter. Divine power. The essence of power for
anyone. Soul. A specific spirit. A ghost. An angel. A demon. Used 385 times in the NT, both
in  “evil spirit” and  “holy spirit.”  Thayer devotes about four pages to this one word.

skandalizw
SN 4624 skandalizo - Usually translated “sin” or “offend.” From Thayer: to put a
stumbling-block or impediment in the way, upon which another may trip and fall :: to cause a
person to begin to distrust and desert one whom he ought to trust and obey :: to cause to fall
away :: to stumble :: to see in another what I disapprove of (be offended) :: to cause one to judge
unfavorably ::  to make indignant (to offend) :: to be displeased

skandalon
SN 4625 skandalon - From Thayer: the trigger of a trap (trap-stick) :: a trap or snare :: any
impediment placed in the way and causing one to stumble or fall :: any person or thing by which
one is entrapped (drawn into error or sin)

stenoj
SN 4728 stenos - Simply meaning “narrow” or “strait” - narrowness as a result of obstacles
standing close about. Purported to be from the same base word (stao) as 2476 histemi: “to
stand.” (Incidentally, the reader may wish to look at 4715, 4716 and 4717, all words sharing this
same root word, with meanings such as  “standard,” “cross,” or “crucify” among others.)
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sumferw
SN 4851 sumphero - To bring together or bear together for an advantage or profit. Collect,
conduce, be profitable.

yuxh
SN 5590 psuche - Appearing 105 times in the NT as “soul,” “life,” “mind” and “heart.”
Psuche also is used idiomatically, as in John 10:24, according to scholars, and translated as
“doubt” or “suspense.” However, this is not an actual translation of the word, but a
contemporary rendition of the idiom. The text at 10:24 deals with the Jews demanding of Jesus
“How long are you going to keep us in suspense?” and demand He tell them plainly if He is the
Messiah. The notes of the NAB translate the Greek idiom more literally as: “How long will you
take away our life?” We might translate it very literally as “Until how long will you cause the92

life of ours to cease?” We might compare it to “waiting with baited breath” or the idea we can’t
get on with life because we are waiting for someone to finish (“I’m not getting any younger here,
Fred, what’s your point?”)

Distinguishing psuche from pneuma from zoe in ancient literature is problematic, to say the least,
and definitively impossible at most. And, in both translation and the original works, the writers
seem to mean and use words like “soul” or “spirit” interchangeably. Looking at closely related
words can be one key to understanding, and in the case of 5590 psuche, we can look at 5591
psuchikos which Thayer defines as “having the nature and characteristics of the yuxh i.e. of the
principle of animal life” and also “governed by the …sensuous nature with its subjection to
appetite and passion.”  Hence, life as psuche is fleshbound.

While Strong would have us believe that certain Greek words in this context “exactly
correspond” with some Hebrew words (see Strong’s entry for 5590) it seems to this writer as if
what Jesus was saying in the NT was significantly tangential to the classic understandings of the
Hebrews in terms of life, soul and eternal existence.

92 The Greek word here that is translated “take away” or “cause to cease” is Strong’s 142 airo, which also can be
translated “raise” or “take up.”  It is certainly possible to translate the passage: “How long will it be until you raise us up
if you are the Messiah; tell us plainly!”  I am not asserting that the Greek idiom is incorrect.  It is difficult, however, to
ignore the layers of meaning so often inherent in the text of the Gospels, or completely eschew the idea that it was
deliberate on the part of the sacred writer.
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